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CHAPTER I
PRINCIPAL GEOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC FACTS
A) Area and Boundaries t Colombia, located in the tropics directly
south of the eastern seaboard of the United States, has an area of nearly
a half million (444,270) square miles. By way of comparison it can be said
that it is equal to the area of the States on the Atlantic Coast of the
United States, from Florida to Maine, with the addition of Ohio and West
Virginia. It is the third largest country of South America, and the seventh
largest country in the American continent, excluding Canada. Colombia is
larger than France, Germany, Austria and Belgium together.
It is bounded on the east by Venezuela and Brazil, on the north
^he Atlantic Ocean; on the west by the Republic of Panama and the Paci-
fic Ocean; and on the south by Brazil, Peril, and Ecuador.
B) Natural Divisions and Topography? Colombia’s rivers, valleys,
and vast mountain ranges play a controlling part in its climate and eco-
nomy. The Andean mountain system forms a gigantic wall in South America,
running along its western coast from the Caribbean to the Straits of
Magellan.
The mountains, with the exception of the Sierra Nevada of Santa
Marta, are a part of the Andean mountain system. These mountains extend
fan-like from the southwest corner of Colombia, in three disticnt ranges
that cross the country from north and northeast to south. The left branch,
known as the Western or Choc<5 Cordillera, runs parallel to and not far
from the pacific Coast. The middle range is known as the Central or Quindio
1. Abraham Martinez, Colombia. Director of the Colombian Infor-
mation Bureau. New York, 1943.
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2Cordillera, and the right branch is called the Eastern or Sumap£z Cordillera.
Roughly speaking, these three mountains ranges cover approxima-
tely one third of Colombia’s total area, but in this one third dwells
almost her entire population.
Many high, oool and healthful table-lands are found in these
mountain ranges, the most densely populated of which are in the Eastern
Cordillera.
The other two thirds, almost unpopulated, are found by the plains
or llanos and forests. The llanos begin where the mountains end and cover
tne immense eastern region watered by tne trioutaries of the Orinoco River.
The forests mark the southern limit of the plains and cover the regions wa-
tered by the Caquetd, Putumayo, and Apoporis Rivers, tributaries of the
Amazon River to which Colombia has an outlet.
The Magadalena River, located in the east, rises in the Andes and
flows north through the port of Barranquilla to the Caribbean Sea. Nearly
two-thirds of the country lies in the sparsely settled plains of the Ori-
noco basin and the Amazonian forests. The remainder, obling in shape, has
a coast line on both oceans and is frequently referred to as the Andine
region.
C) Climate and Seasons; Topography and location come into strange
union in Colomoia. Although the country lies in the tropical zone, Colom-
bia possesses every climate in the world. Climate in Colombia is simply a
matter of elevation. Prom the sea level to an altitude of 27,000 feet, one
encounters every degree of temperature from that of summer heat to that of
perpetual winter.
Due to her proximity to the Equator and to the fact that it lies
within the tropic zone, there are no changes of season in Colombia, as in
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3the temperate zone, but only two seasons* dry and rainy, the former called
"summer”, and the latter "winter*”
Generally, the seasons are as follows; dry season, December to
February; rainy season, March to May; dry season, June to August; and rainy
season, September to November.
From a climate standpoint the country may be divided into three
zones, i.e., the torrid zone, the temperate zone, and the frigid zone. The
torrid zone includes land up to 1,000 feet above the sea level. The mean
temperature is from 75° to 85*F.
On the mountain slopes, at altitudes ranging from 1,000 to 3,500
feet above sea level, the climate is temperate, higher up, from 3,500 to
10,000 feet above sea level, the climate is one of perpetual spring.
The zone formed by ranges and plateaus above 6,000 feet has mode-
rate temperatures, with occasional frosts at the higher levels. The Eastern
prairies have a tropical and humid climate. The Caribbean coast has both
dry and rainy seasons affected by trade winds, whereas the northern part of
the Pacific coastal region is almost constantly drenched with tropical rains.
On the coast and in the valleys of the lowlands, where her great
rivers run through dense and heavy growths of jungle forests, the climate
is generally hot. There is a strange exception to this, however, on Colom-
bia's northern coast* During about three months of the year, Cartagena,
Barranquilla, Puerto Colombia and Santa Marta enjoy a steady, cooling
breeze of the trade winds from the Caribbean.
Another notable example of Colombia's variety of climate within
a small area is the fact that at a few miles from Santa Marta, one of her
Caribbean seaports with a hot, tropical climate, is the Sierra Nevada with
its glistening peak of eternal snow, resembling a silvercapped tower or a
huge skyscraper raised by the hand of Mother Nature.
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4D) Population ; Colombia’s population was estimated to be 10,082-
2
000 on December 31, 1944. According to the 1938 census (8,724,839) the ma-
jority of the inhabitants of Colombia are of mixed race amounting to 68%
of the total population- Whites are 20%; pure Negro, 5%; and pure Indian,
7/o. There are about 35,000 foreigners in che country, not including the
Spanish American groups which, with the exception of Venezuelans, are very
small. The population of the principal cities is as follows; Bogota, the
capital of Colombia, 434,240; Barranquilla, 202,760; Medellin, 215,830;
Cali, 133,140; Cartagena, 100,360; Manizales, 108,260; and Buenaventura,
30,000. According to the latest (1938) industrial census, occupational
employment was as follows; Agriculture 3,031,842; Industry 527,725; Mining
53,860; Quarrying 3,305; Forestry 18,638; and other occupations not de-
signated 410,560.
E) Language and Religion ; Spanish is spoken throughout Colombia,
and the purity of the Castillian tongue — a heritage of the Spanish dis-
covers and colonists has been remarkably preserved. Generally it is spoken
and written correctly. Madrid, the capital of Spain, and Bogota, the capital
of Colombia, are pernaps the two cities where the pure Castillian language
is least corrupted and best spoken.
Many Colombians speak English and Frecnh, the study of which is
compulsory in the high schools of the country. In many Colombian colleges
and universities, the study of Latin likewise is obligatory.
The large majority of Colombians are Roman Catholics. The Natio-
nal Constitution provides that no one may be molested because of his re-
ligious beliefs and all creeds are permitted in Colombia.
F) Form of Government ; Colombia is a central, free and independe
2 , American Embassy, Bogota, Foreing Service of the United States
of America. Colombia . 1945-46
3 . Ibid. , ~
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5republic whose government is firmly established and exercises its funtions
by three separate and independent organs* Legislative, Executive and Judicial.
The legislative power is vested in a Congress, which consists of
the Senate and the House of Representatives. Senators, one for each 120,000
inhabitants, are elected for a period of four years. Representatives, one
for each 50,000 inhabitants, are elected for a period of two years.
The executive power is vested in the President of the Republic
whose Cabinet is composed of the following Ministers* Government, Foreign
Relations, Finance and Public Credit, War, Public Works, Education, National
Eoonomy, Labor and Social Welfare, Communications, and Mines and Petroleum.
The President is elected by popular vote for a period of four years, and
can not be re-elected for the succeding term.
The Judicial power is vested in a Supreme Court of Justice, Supe-
rior District, Courts, Superior Judges, Circuit Judges and Municipal Judged.
The supreme Court is composed of twelve Magistrates elected for five years.
Of these, six are elected by the Senate and six by the House of Represen-
tatives from a panel of candidates submitted by the President. The Judges
of the Superior Court are appointed by the Supreme Court of Justice, from
lists submitted by the Assemblies of the various Departments, end the Su-
perior Judges and the Circuit Judges are appointed by the Superior Courts.
The Supreme Court of Justice is empowered to decide on the cons-
titutionality of laws.
There is a Council of State which appoints the members of the so-
called "Conflict Tribunals" whose purpose is to ascertain whether the acts
of the Municipalities and Assemblies are in conflict with the laws and the
Constitution. The Council of State is the supreme consulting board of the
Executive in matters relating to the public administration.
Military service for a period of two years is compulsory for
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6all males between the ages of 20 and 30 years of age*
6 ) Territorial Division ; The country is divided in 14 Departments
(States) 4 Intendancies and 6 Commissariats as shwon by Table I
TABLE I
TERRITORIAL DIVISION
Departments 4Sq. Miles 5Population
—
Capital.
Antio quia 25,404 1,184,000 Medellin
Atl&ntico 1,340 268,000 Barranquilla
Bolivar 23,996 766,000 Cartagena
Boyac£ 24,913 740,000 Tunja
Caldas 5,161 770,000 Manizales
Cauca 11,660 350,000 Popayan
Cundinamarca 9,080 1,181,000 Bogota
Huila 7,992 216,000 Neiva
Magadalena 20,843 344,000 Santa Marta
Nariflo 11,240 466,000 Pasto
Norte de Santander 8,298 353,000 Cuciita
Santander 12,382 613,000 Bucaramanga
Tolima 8,822 550,000 IbaguS
Valle 8,100 630,000 Cali
Intendancies
Amazonas 48,098 6,800 Leticia
Choc<5 17,594 110,800 Quibd<5
Meta 32,096 53,000 Villavicencio
Sn. Andres y Prov. 20 6,300 San Andres
The Commissariats are: Arauca, Caquet£, Guajira, Putumayo, Vaupes
and Vichada with a total area of 162,000 square miles and a population of
130,000 inhabitants.
H) History; The Conquest— 1499-1550. The country, where an
Indian civilization existed, was explored and conquered by the Spaniards.
Alonso de Ojeda, a companion of Columbus, is supposed to have been the
first man who set foot on Colombian soil. The Conqueror of Colombia and
founder of Bogota was Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada, a native of Granada.
4. Consulate General of Colombia, Colombia, p. 4
5. Abraham Martinez, Colombia, Director of the Colombian Informa-
tion bureau. New York, 1943
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7After daring exploits he subdued the Chibcha empire dwelling on the high-
lands of the country and having a civilization similar to the Aztecs and
Incas. The Bogota plateau reminded JimSnez de Quesada of his Granada, a
name that Colombia core for over 300 years. Other famous conquistadores were
Sebastian de Belalcazar, Jorge Robledo, Pedro Heredia, and Rodrigo de
Bastidas.
Colonization— 1550-1810. During this period Spain was very
zealous of the riches of her colonial empire whose entire commerce she
tried to monopolize. This policy led to the rivalry of other countries
especially England, whose corsairs and buccaneers caused great damage to
Cartagena and Santa Marta. In 1739, New Granada became a Vice-Kingdon ruled
by successive Viceroys sent from Spain who in more or less degree strove
for the improvement of the colony. The most important events of this
period were s the defeat at Cartagena of the English fleet (1741) under the
command of Admiral Vernon, the same man after whom Washington’s house was
named; the ill-fated settlement of the Scots in Darien; the botanical ex-
pedition of Jose Celestino Mutis which greatly contributed to the scien-
tific progress of the country; the founding of many cities and towns, and
the insurrection of the common people on account of exactions and taxes
which led to the war of Independence.
War of Independence— 1810-1819. The revolution that resulted in
the overthrow of the Spanish rule broke out in Bogota on the 20th of July,
1810. Three main events influenced the natives in their struggle for
liberty; The example set by the United States in wining their independence,
the ideas spread by the French Revolution and the invarion of Spain by
Napoleon. A patriot, Antonio Narino, translated and published the "Rights
of Man", and another, Camilo Torres, presented to the government a docu-
ment setting forth the grievances of the colony. After a long cruel war.
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8in which the armies of the revolutionists were commanded by the Great Sim<5n
Bolivar, and other notable generals, such as Santander, Spanish dominion
ceased in Colombia with the battle of Boyacd on August 7th. 1819.
Greater Colombia— 1820-1830. Simdn Bolivar convoked a Congress
that was held at Cucuta where the Republic of Colombia composed of Vene-
zuela and New Granada was created. Bolivar Armies liberated Ecuador and
this country became a part of Colombia. Later, the same armies accomplished
the liberation of Peril and Bolivia. A Colombian, General C<5rdoba, was ins-
trumental in the victory of Ayacucho, one of the decisive battles in
history as it put an end to the Spanish dominion in South America.
The Republic— 1830 to date. Greater Colombia desintegrated at
the death of Bolivar (Decemoer 17, 1830). Since that time Colombia passed
through nine civil wars, all fought for political principles. Only one of
these revolutions succeeded in overthrowing the legitimate government. In
1883 Colombia adopted the federal system under the name of the United -
States of Colombia. In 1886 it became a central republic and enacted the
Constitution which, with some important amendments, is still in force at
the present time. The last revolution of Colombia ended in 1902 and since
then the country has enjoyed permanent public peace. In 1903 Panama sepa-
Q
rated from Colombia with the help of the United States of America.
I) Currency and Exchange ; The monetary unit of Colombia is the
gold pesos of 100 centavos. In accordance with law of November 19, 1938,
the gold content of the peso is 0.50782 gram of fine gold, which is
equivalent to $0.57138 United States currency, or 1.75 pesos per dollar
the rate that prevailed when the law was passed. The gold content fixed by
the law of 1938 is 65.32 percent less than the gold content of 1.46447
6. Herman G. James, University of Texas. The Republics of Latin
America. 1923
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9grams of fine gold fixed in the former monetary law. The parity of this
unit was $0.9733 before devaluation of the dollar and $1.6479 after
7
devaluation.
The oirculating media of Colombia consists of fractional coins of
silver and nickel, notes and silver certificates issued by the Banco de la
Reptiblica, and national bills issued by the Government. Notes of the Banco
de la Reptiblica comprise the bulk of money in daily use.
The exchange value of the peso remained at or near its parity
from the establishment of the Banco de la Repiiblica, the central bank, in
1923, until promulgation of a decree in September 24, 1931, which relieved
the bank of the obligation to redeem its notes in gold or foreign exchange
on demand and institute control over transactions in foreign exchange. The
movement of the exchange rate during the seven years following abandon-
ment of gold standard was characterized by periods of stability, during
which the central bank fixed rates, and periods of fluctuations with a
downward trend, during which exchange was auctioned by the central bank.
In October 1938, the central bank fixed its buying and selling
rates, respectively, at 1.745 and 1.755 pesos per dollar. Rates at which
banks and other than the central bank buy and sell exchange have fluctuated
only moderately and have remained at or near the levels fixed by the
central bank.
Under existing regulations of the Office of Control Exchange,
Imports and Exports, which administers the exchange-control system, all
precious metal3 produced in Colombia and all exchange arising out of
exports, except that derived frvm the exportation of petroleum, bananas,
and a few minot products, must be sold to the central bank at the bank's
7. U. S. Department of Commerce. Colombia,
Service. Volume 2, 1945
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10
buying rate. This exchange is sold directly by the bank or through com-
mercial banks to bona fide importers or to nonimporter3 to whom the Office
of Control has issued exchange permits.
Table II shows the average annual exchange rates of the Colom-
bian peso from the latter part of 1938 through 1943.
TABLE II
AVERAGE ANNUAL EXCHANGE RATES
8
(Based on selling rates in Colombia for drafts on New York)
Year
Banco de la Republica Commercial Banks.
Pesos per
Dollar
Cents per
Dollar
Pesos per
Dollar
Cents per
Collar
19389 1.755 56.98 1.7882 55.92
1939 1.755 56.98 1.7523 57.07
1940 1.755 56.98 1.7518 57.08
1941 1.755 56.98 1.7544 57.00
1942 1.755 56.98 1.7526 57.06
1943 1.755 56.98 1.7479 57.21
Central Bank—The Banco de la Republica, established by law
No. 25, of July 23, 1923, is the central bank of the Republic of Colombia.
It is the exclusive note-issuing authority and the rediscount agency and
reserve depository of the commercial banks. It is also empowered t<b engage
in all types of commercial banking operations. In June 30, 1943, the last
fiscal year-end for which data have been published, the paid-in capital of
the bank amounted to 11,735,800 pesos divided into 117,358 shares with a
par value of 100 pesos each. The shares are divided into four classes,
held as follows* 50,000 class A shares, bu the National Government; 24,536
class B, by Colombian Banks; 12.038 class C. shares, by foreign bankds
operating in Colombia; 30,784 class D shares by individuals in Colombia.
8. U. S. Department of Commerce, Colomoia. International Referen-
ce Service. Volume 2, 1945
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11
The bank is required to maintain reserves equivalent to 25 percent
of its demand deposits and 30 percent of its outstanding notes, excluding
silver certificates, consists of gold in the vaults of the bank or held
abroad and of demand deposits in foreign banks of high standing.
The principal assets and liabilities of the bank at the end of
the year 1938 to 1943 are shown in table III.
Other Banking Institutions—There are 14 commercial banks in
Colombia, comprising 10 national banks and 4 foreign banks. These banks
operate approximately 100 branches and agencies.
On December 31, 1943, the capital and reserves of the national
commercial banks amounted to about 27,000,000 pesos, compared with
7,000,000 for the foreign banks; and liquid assets of the national banks
amounted to 117,000,000 pesos, compared with 39,000,000 for the foreign
banks*
Decree of September 30, 1931, required that all commercial banks
maintain reserves on deposit with the Banco de la Reptiblica of an amount
equal to 25 percent of their demand deposits and 12 percent of time
deposits. However, banks maintaining interest rates at less than 2 percent
above the rediscount rate of the Banco de la Reptiblica, were permitted to
reduce their reserves to 15 percent of times deposits. The terms of decree
of June 10, 1943, raised these reserve requirements by 100 percent and
stipulated that the increase be invested in 3 percent certificates of
deposit payable in foreign exchange or local funds. The decree of December
23, 1943, further increased the required reserves against demand liabili-
ties by an amount equal to any increase over the total of such liabilities
on November 30, 1943.
The position of the Commercial Banks on December 31, 1938, and
on December 31, 1943, is shown on Table IV.
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TABLE III
CONDENSED BALANCE SHEET OF THE BANCO DE LA REPUBLICA10
(in thousands of pesos)
Item 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943
Assets j
Legal Reserves;
Gold at home and abroad .36,758 30,616 28,256 43,757 103,608
Demand deposits abroad 5,571 12,046 10,476 63,339 94,094
Total legal res erves 42,329 42,662 38,732 107,096 197,702
Loans and discount to
member banks 22,373 17,462 28,547 7,200 4,521
Loan to National Gov’t 21,338 31,321 35,559 4,250 150
Loan to other official
entities 222 1,646 615 1,579 149
Loans to general public 3,128 8,092 17,693 5,159 89
Holding of Gov’t bonds 15,716 17,950 19,034 55,526 56,728
Reserve against silver
certificates 8,230 5,400 8,450 7,720 7,250
Miscellaneous assets 23,980 26,176 23,312 25,990 24,111
Total Assets.- 137,315 150,700 171,942 214,520 290,700
Liabilities
•
Notes in circulation 60,411 62,327 74,441 103,600 125,434
Deposits and other demand
liabilities 46,231 51,507 52,144 69,315 114,894
Silver Certificates 8,230 5,400 8,450 7,720 7,250
Miscellaneous Liabilities 6,258 14,949 19,957 16,831 25,693
Capital suid reserves 16,185 16,517 16,950 17,054 17,429
Total Liabilities 137,315 150,700 171,942 214,520 290.700
Legal Reserves; Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
Against deposits 25,00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00
Against notes 57.02 61.67 41.35 | 92.89 134.84
10. U. S. Department of Commerce, Colombia.
Service. January 1945. Volume 2.
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TABLE IV
CONDENSED AND COMBINED
11
BALANCE SHEETS OF COMMERCIAL BANKS.
(In thousand pesos)
National Banks Foreign Banks
Principal Accounts.
Dec.
31, 1937
D©c •
31, 1943
Dec.
31, 1937
Dec.
31,1943
Assets
;
Ca3h and its equivalent 15,718 31,962 10,125 17,401
Discountable paper 31,722 83,313 12,133 21,322
Nondis countable paper 10,149 18,675 5,945 4,911
Investments 18,826 23,531 2,965 3,342
Miscellaneous 20,825 35,467 14,470 10,391
Total A3 sets; 97,240 194,948 45,638 57,267
Liabilities
;
Sight 50,966 140,584 21,111
—
43,303
Other than Sight 21,991 19,017 18,433 5,867
Capital Funds 24,283 35,347 16,094 8,097
Total Liabilities. 97,240 194,948 45,638
-
57,267
i
11* U. S. Department of Commerce, Colombia. International
Reference Service, Volume 2, January 1945.
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The principal limitations on the operations of commerical banks
12 N
are* 1) Loans to one individual or corporation may not exceed 10 percent
of the lending bank's capital and reserves; 2) loans may not extend for a
period longer them one year, except those secured by agricultural pledges,
in which case the maturity of each loan may not exceed two years and their
total is limited to one-half the amount of the bank's time deposits, and
3) total loans on real-estate security may not exceed 30 percent of the
total assets of a commercial bank. In addition to these restrictions, com-
mercial hanks may not deal in merchandise or invest in corporation stocks
and bonds, although they may purchase public securities, land-mortgage
bonds, and other obligations eligible for the investment of savings accounts.
Savings Banks—Savings banking is carried on in Colombia on a
small scale. Only seven institutions (The Banco de Colombia, a commercial
bank which operates a savings department, the Royal Bank of Canada, the
Caja Colombiana de Ahorros, and four private banks), engage in this type
of banking. Such savings banks as there is has developed during the past
20 years. Total savings deposits amounted to 40,355,000 pesos at the end
of 1943, compared with less than 1,000,000 pesos in 1924.
Medium-and long-term Credit Institutions—Medium- and long-
term credit is administered by a group of semiofficial institutions. These
include the following.
(1) Two mortgage banks, the Banco Central Hipotecario, which
makes long-term mortgage loans to urban property and to official insti-
tutions, and the Banco Agffcola Hipotecario, which grants loans for the
development of agriculture.
(2) The Caja de CrSdito Agrario, Industrial y Minero (Agricul-
12. United States Department of Commerce, Establishing a Business
in Colombia. Inquiry Reference Service, Washington D. C. 1944.
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tur&l, Industrial, and Wining Credit Bank), capitalized at approximately
13,500,000 pesos, which grants short-term, medium-term, and long-term loans
for the promotion of agriculture, cattle raising, and mining.
(3) The Instituto de Fomento Industrial (Institute of Industrial
Development), which was established in 1940 with a capital of 4,000,000
pesos and has for its principal objective the promotion of industry in Co-
lombia through direct loans to manufacturers, investment ±n commercial en-
terprises, or in any other manner.
(4) The Institucidn de Cr6dito Territorial (Teritorial Credit
Institution), capitalized at approximately 1,000,000 pesos, extends mort-
gage loans, up to 30 years, to finance the construction of small farm homes.
j) Banking and Insurance Facilities . The banking system of Colom-
bia is similar to the Federal Reserve system of the United States, in that
it has as a basis a Central Bank of issue, the Banco de la Republica,
which corresponds to the Federal Reserve Bank in the United States.
There are 257 banks in Colombia, including branches. 89 cities
have a complete banking service; two mortgage banks, and the Agrarian,
Industrial and Mining Bank which operates through its branches in 230
municipalities.
Tnere are 21 insurance companies in Colombia, of which 17 are
foreign. All types of insurance are 3old including, life, fire, marine,
hull, automobile, theft, plate glass, livestock, and fidelity. All insu-
rance companies must be licensed by the Superintendent Banks. Life insu-
rance amounted to 103,217,380 pesos and insurance of foreigners amounted
to 24,925,140 pesos in 1943.
K) Weight and Measures; As most of the European countries and
all the Latin American nations Colombia employs the metric system of
weights and measures.
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L) Principal Cities; Unlike a good number of the Latin American
countries where a city seems to have absorbed most of the population.
Colombia is a country whose many cities are spread all over her territory
with population evenly distributed.
Bogotd——has a population of 434,240 inhabitants. It is the
principal city and the capital of the Republic, the city of perpetual
spring. Let us quote what the Honorable Samuel H. Piles, former American
Minister to Colombia has said about Bogota.
"....On this plain ( the Plateau or Savanna of Bogota), we find
Bogota, the unique capital, representing the story of the old and the new,
the quaint and the modern. Here are long a curiously-wrought narrow streets,
old Spanish houses with overhanging balconies and iron-grated windows,
through which the beaux and belles whisper as in the days of old, while
yonder are broad avenues skirting a charming, semi-tropical park, smiling
at the foot of a strangely beautiful, but somewhat jagged range of moun-
tains which encircles the city at an altitude ranging from 750 to 2,500
feet above the plain, standing like a grim sentinel above the majestic
city it guards. Here it is that the finest of cultivated Spanish is spoken*
here it is that unusual culture and refinement are to be found, with
schools, colleges, universities and museums of art; here it is that the
highly educated classes speak at least three languages——Spanish, French
and English; here it is that gallant men and beautiful women are to be
foundj here it is that roses equal in beauty to our American beauty roses
bloom outdoors every day in the year; here it is that true Castillian
hospitality is to be found with a sincerity of feeling and purposes not
to be misunderstood.
When sufficient railways, highways and tourist hotels shall be
constructed throughout the mountain regions of the Eastern range of the
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Andes, one can enjoy any climate desired within a few hours from Bogota,
that city itself having a sunlit temperature of about 60*. Within a few
hours from the capital one can find perpetual spring, tropical summer,
perpetual fall or freezing winter surrounded by such scenery as the eye
seldom behonds. Colombia, is therefore, destined to be one of the world's
greatest playgrounds and her tourist travel will some day be one of her
greatest assets.
"
The city was founded in 153b and it is undoubtedly one of the
most interesting cities on the new world because of its location, its
literary and social culture that has won for Bogota the title of "Athens of
South America*', the riches of its old churches and monasteries contrasting
with the modern buildings and residential districts. Among the most Impor-
tant buildings of Bogota are. The National Capitol, of classical style;
the Astronomical Observatory, the first of its kind erected in the conti-
nent; the National Library which contains many valuable books including
200 incunabula; Bolivar's villa, a shrine full of memories of the Great
Liberator, the Monserrate shrine on the top of that hill connected with a
funicular railroad and many magnificent public buildings. Bogota has
more than 25 theaters, among them the Colon Theater, the Colombia Theater
with a seating capacity of 2,200, and the bull-ring, both of these repre-
senting an investment of 1,000,000 pesos each.
Medellin—with a population of 215,830 inhabitants is considerec.
the second city of Colombia on account of her commerce, her urban develop-
ment and her industrial activity ranking first in the country. Medellin is
located at 5,000 feet of elevation above the sea level and enjoys a perfect
climate with an average temperature of 70®F. It is the center of a great
coffee and mining region, terminus of several railroads and automobile
hignways. Numerous colleges, two universities, the School of Mines and
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other educational institutions indicate the importance of the city as a
cultural center,
Barranquilla—with a population of 202,760 inhabitants lies near
the mouth of the Magdalena River, with an average temperature of 84°F. It
is the most important port of Colomoia, and through it passes the greater
portion of the foreign trade of Colombia. Barranquilla is now a maritime
port and ocean liners drop anchor at the very city, thus eliminating the
old port of Puerto Colombia and the railroad with which it was connected.
Modern docks have been built and new improvements are under construction.
The city i3 a terminus of all steamer lines running in the Magdalena River,
and an important port for both domestic and international airplanes.
Cali—has a population of 133,140 inhabitants, and is located at
3,500 feet of elevation above the sea-level with an average temperature of
75*F, During the last few years Cali has attained a great commercial and
industrial development and today is considered as one of the most modern
cities of Colombia. Lying in the Cauca Valley, so famous for its natural
beauty and its agricultural wealth, Cali is a center of communication and
a city of exceptional charms.
Cartagena— (100,360) is the second port of Colombia on tne
Atlantic ocean and a center of great commercial importance. Her harbor
has all the modern improvements, and nearby is Mamonal, the terminus of
one of pipelines of the country where oil tankers are loaded.
Surrounded by massive walls which are dotted by castles and
ramparts showing the black scars imprinted by the cannons of Admiral Vernon
and Baron de Pointis, Cartagena evokes to the visitor her glamorous and
heroic past. Within the walls the city has kept intact her colonial charm*
narrow and winding streets; old houses with patios and latticed windows;
the Inquisition Palace, old monasteries and churches in one of which are
•
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preserved the mortal remains of Saint Pedro Claver, the apostle of the
negroes, "The slave of slaves", as he called himself, who with Christian
charity relieved them from the weight of their chains and the whip ot their
masters during the construction of the cyclopean walls intended to protect
the city against the constant attacks by the corsairs. ^ In her beautiful
harbor the English fleet, under Vernon, was defeated. Cartagena was the
first city of Colombia to proclaim her full independence from Spain* She
won the title of "Heroic City" for having endured, during the Independence
War a long and blood siege. Outside of the wall are located the modern
residential districts keeping the colonial charm intact within the walls.
Manizalez-— (108,260 inhabitants) is the youngest important
city of Colombia, having been founded in 1847. Built upon high hills at an
elevation of 7,000 feet above the sea level, destroyed by fire in 1925.
Wanizales is one of the most modern cities of Colombia and is an example
of unsupassed energy. The nearby region is of great industrial activity,
especially in the coffee plantations and gold and silver mines.
Popay£n—-(34,167 inhabitants) is another interesting city. It
was settled by Spanish families of noble origin as revealed by the coat-
of-arm3 still shown carved in stones decorating the doors of the colonial
houses. The city has been the cradle of a host of illustrious men; warriors,
prelates, scientists, poets, artists, and statement, seven of which occupied
the Presidency of the Republic, have been born at Popay£n where their memory
is revered. Popay^n is the place of residence of Guillermo Valencia, the
foremost literary figure of Spanish America.
No sentimental traveller can fail to admire this small and quaint
town with its rich and old, churches, its delightful climate, its beautiful
13. Henao y Arrubla, Historia de Colombia, Librerla Colomoiana
de Camacho Rold&n. Bogota, Colombia 1^36
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surroundings enhanced by the snow-clad summit of the Purace crowned with
smoke and fire, and with its university that has a library with seepskin
books. Popaydn is a city of traditions where the religious festival of
Holy Week has a solemnity that attracts thousands of visitors from all
the country.
Cuouta—with 71,148 inhabitants, is located at the Dorder of
Venezuela and it has the distinction of being the only city on the conti-
nent founded by a woman. During the V*ar of Independence several women
were executed because of their exalted patriotism. Cucuta may be called
the "City of Heroines" and the most famous of all is Mercedes Abrego whose
statute scands in one of the principal parks. CiScuta was the birthplace
of General Santander one of the most illustrious leaders in the War of In-
dependence and the foremost figure of Colombia in the early years of the
Republic. The Congress convoked by Bolivar to create Greater Colombia was
held in this city.
Socorro—-with over 18,000 inhabitants, is another interesting
city of Colombia. It was the cradle of the insurrection of the common
people (comuneros) which led to the War of Independence. A woman, Manuela
Beltran, was the leader of this insurrection. Another heroine, Antonia
Santos, was executed in tnis city. Socorro has the distinction of having
been the first city that granted the right to vote to women, six years
before Miss Pankhur3t was born, and also it wa3 the first to establish
a Department of public Welfare.
Other important or interesting cities are* Tunja and Pasto, both
offering architectural treasures of colonial style, particulary in churches*
Pereira, the youngest city of Colombia and yet one of the most important
and progressive; Bucaramanga, center of an important coffee region.
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CHAPTER II
AGRICULTURE IN COLOMBIA.
During the period of years between 1922 and 1929 Colombia was
1
involved in one of the most important cycles of her economy.
The indemnification of $25,000*000 for the separation of the
Republic of panamA from Colombia; the large loans obtained by the govern-
ment; the abundance of foreign capital, and the large increase in exports
gave the national economy an unusual solvency.
This money was used for the development of better communication
facilities within the country, but the same money was indirectly respon-
sible for the crisis that came with the fast construction of the new com-
munication system.
The crisis centered around two facts t primarily, that the com-
panies employed in constructing the various communication facilities were
able to pay wages in excess of those earned by the common laborer, and
secondly, that this caused common labor, especially farm labor, to leave
their positions on the farms and look for new jobs and higher wages with
the constructing companies.
This caused numerous complications in the economy of the country,
namely, the downfall and decrease in the output of agricultural products,
and therefore, constant increase in the demand for the products.
To avoid a larger crisis, in 1926 the Congress authorized the
2
President to declare the so-called "Emergency Law." The act proved to be
1. Carbajailino Jacamo and Romero Manrique.
Colombia en Cifras, Bogota, 1944. pp. 41
2. Ibid.
,
La Agricultura en 1944
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ineffective, in fact, the existing conditions became increasingly dangerou
because foreign products were driving the national products out of the
market. This was possible because the act provided for a reduction of
custom duties which gave a good position to the foreign products.
In 1928 the nation imported 28 million pesos worth of agricultu-
ral products, and because of this new situation, the government changed
its policies. With the abolisnment of the Emergency Law, a new era began—
protection of the national agriculture.
"To Produce is to Triumph" was the goal which helped the unite
3
of the country and to fight against the existing crisis.
4
With the support of the government new agricultural industries
were born and the growth of these has been intensive for the last two
decades. Today industry is quite different, even though the war brought
difficulties to the nation and to the agricultural industries.
Although Colombia is naturally rich in agricultural and forest
resources, further means of transportation are needed to make possible the
proper development of these sources of wealth. Under existing conditions
the market for agricultural products is practically confined to the terri-
tory adjacent to the place of production. By the construction of highways
and railroads now in progress, a market will be afforded, not only in other
parts of the Republic, but also in foreign countries. Inadequate means of
communication is principal cause for the past undeveloped state of the
"Llanos" and "Selvas" of eastern and southeastern Colombia, the former
of which is admirably adapted to cattle raising while the latter is covered
with timber.
3. Carvajalino Jacome and Romero Marique. op. cit., pp. 42
4. Decrees 1157, 1413, 1414 and 1439 of 1940
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A) The Land of Coffee; History— originally it was native either
of Abyssinia or Arabia. Some claim^ that the coffee shrub or tree was found
in tne latter country as early as 575 A. D. , while others of perhaps equal
authority assert that it was not until several hundred years later that
the first coffee tree was brought to AraDia from Kaffa, in Eastern Africa.
The Arabians called it "Kawak" or"Keweh". The Turks later called
it "Kaveh. " Through a further change of pronunciation and spelling "Kaffee"
it was but a step to "Coffee’' as it is now known throughout the English
speaking countries and "Caf4" on the Spanish speaking countries.
Coffee Plant——While the coffee tree or shrub is a tropical plant
it not only can withstand low temperatures, but thrives best and produces
the finest fruit when grown at the higher altitudes.
Of the more than 20 species of coffee plant found throughout the
world, the Coffee Arabica is the one generally cultivated in Colombia. The
plant is an ever-green, with sharp-pointed, oval-shaped leaves 4 to 6 inchea
long, dark green on the upper surface and lighter green underneath. They
are shining and waxlike and resemole very much the common laurel, though
not so thick or dry. At the third or fourth year, the tree starts bearing.
From the axils of the leaf, the delicate white flowers emerge in clusters.
These flowers have one funnel shaped petal with a slender cylindrical tube
that is much longer than the cup of the flower.
Shortly after the flowering period, small clusters of green berri
each oblong in shape, begin to appear. In six to seven months, when they
are about the size of a cherry, the fruit ripens, turning first to a bri-
lliant red and then to a darker red when fully ripe.
5. Federacidn National de Cafeteros de Colombia. The Land of
Coffee. Bogota
,
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As the fruit ripens each ripe cherry is individually picked by
Hand in Colombia—the green or semi-ripe cherry being left to become
fully ripe. This requires constant picking and means going over each shrub
many times during the harvesting season. But it assures uniform ripeness
of the harvested crop so important in the development of uniformity in the
rich flavors and aroma of Colombian coffees.
Coffee Census^— Table V, shows the Colombia’s coffee census for
1943, divided by departments and by the number of trees in cultivation,
and the total production in bags of 60 kilos.
7
Exports of Colombian Coffee-Table VI shows the exports of
coffee from 1936 to 1943 inclusive, divided by departments.
g
Latin American Export of Coffee——Table VII shows the total
export of coffee from every country in the Western Hemisphere for the years
1939-40 and 1940-41.
B) Bananas— Because of the ravages of Sigatoka disease, Colom-
bian bananas have virtually disappered from the export trade, and only
small quantities have been marketed for domestic consumption. It is repor-
ted that large-scale plantings will be resumed as soon as conditions
permit, and Colombia will again take her place in the world banana trade.
In 1929 Colombia was the third largest exporter of bananas in
the world.
6. Federacidn National de Cafeteros de Colombia. Coffee Map.
Bogota, Colombia.
7. Dario Samper. Coffee, First Wealth of the Country. Colombia
en Cifras 1944. pp. 91
8.
Dario Samper. Ibid.
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TABLE V
COLOMBIA'S COFFEE CENSUS FOR 1943
Area Number of Coffee Trees Total
Productioj
in bags
of 60 ki-
los
each.
Departments.
in
Square
Number
of
in Cultivation
Kilo-
meters.
Planta-
tions
...
Producing
New Trees
not yet
Producing
Cal das 13,370
'
44,191
r
90,223,739 14,430,002 1,423,199
Antioquia 65,810 31,448 93,675,199 14,045,308 771,278
To lima 22,990 14,048 71,369,783 11,502,848 573,288
Cundinamarca 23,590 15,193 67,539,936 3,628,623 517,665
Valle 20,940 22,076 40,571,782 9,854,242 543,502
No. Santander 21,490 8,769 60,9o8,742 5,181,165 247,133
Santander 32,070 3,349 40,509,264 7,666,142 179,133
Cauca 32,200 13,725 13,973,113 3,156,846 159,538
Huila 20,700 4,918 8,316,229 2,636,478 83,600
Magdalena 53,920 1,080 13,295,399 1,921,951 28,560
Boyaca 63,580 1,466 4,658,960 1,641,149 22,615
Narino 29,910 4,192 4,420,273 1,509,593 25,798
Bolivar
Atl&ntico
59,560
3,470
156 1,138,029 609,640 —
Intendencias & 675,855 36,700
Commissariats
Totals 1,138,455 164,611 510,660,448 76,780,187 4,611,009
As no coffee census has been made since 1932, the inorease in
the number of plantations and coffee trees has been fixed arbitratily at
10 percent by the Federation National de Cafeteros de Colombia.
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TABLE VI
EXPORTS OF COLOMBIAN COFFEE.
(Bags of 60 kilos)
Departments 1938-1939 1939-1940 1940-1941 1941-1942 1942-1943
Antioquia 672,590 676,690
*
703,964 483,815 889,020
Boyaca 5,046 4,520 5,096
i
4,760 8,759
Caldas 1,356,088 1,327,712
j
1,669,316
1
1,234,814 2,112,618
Cauca 218,073 108,616 166,760 82,686 156,287
Cundinamarca 462,867 445,797 528,353 352,522 394,059
Huila 76,430 65,509 100,965 72,545 100,284
Magdalena 13,935 7,486 4,592 17,140 11,343
Narirlo 15,539 9,244 8,506 4,466 10,937
N. Santander 193,661 204,680 270,669 288,283 156,252
Santander 149,643 131,752 119,569 158,950 138,877
To lima 543,364 523,327 657,921 509,178 671,089
Valle del Cauca 525,615 600,158 592,887 535,220 886,424
Totals. 4,142,851 4,107,491 4,828,608 3,744,385 5,335,947
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TABLE VII
COFFEE EXPORTED FROM SOUTH AMERICA
(Bags of 60 kilos)
Country 1940-1941 1939-1940
Percentage
40-41 39-40
Pan-American Coffee
Bureau*
,
1
Brazil 11,022,075 8,998,903 57.41 58.25
Colombia 4,283,452 3,439,330 22.31 22.26
Costa Rica 215,543 110,541 1.12 0.71
Cuba 60,516 112,753 0.31 0.73
El Salvador 627,689 578,652 3.27 3.74
Mexico 452,605 503,150 2.36 3.26
Venezuela 684,608 220,343 3.57 1.43
Total Pan-American C.B, 17,346,488 13,963,762 90.35 90.38
Other American Nations;
Santo Domingo 129,788 60,075 0.68 0.39
Ecuador 194,980 184,494 1.01 1.20
Guatemala 622,656 571,772 3.24 3.70
Haiti 297,490 145,195 1.55 0.94
Honduras 14,609 15,110 0.08 0.10
Nicaragua 157,765 208,823 0.82 1.35
Peru 23,036 3,540
1
0.12 0.02
Total Other Am. Nations , 1,440.324 1,189009
1
7.50 7.70
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The following Table VIII will show very clearly how the disease
has affected the banana productions *
TABLE VIII
9
EXPORT OF BANANAS
Year Metric Tons Pesos
1938 195,830 8,894.000
1939 184,475 8,888,000
1940 128,185 5,810,000
1941 77,111 2,924,000
1942 8,719 284,000
1943 15
' V-
C) Sugar Cane. The cultivation of sugar cane gave origin to three
industries of considerable importance—the sugar industry, the panel indus-
try (brown sugar), and the honey industry. A great amount of capital has
been invested in the sugar cane industries*
It is perhaps one of the oldest industries of the nation. Sugar
cane was brought to the New World at the beginning of the Colonization period.
It was first cultivated on the Caribbean Islands and later on distributed
all over the American continent.
Since then, and until few years ago, the few varieties of sugar
cane produced in the country were the so-called "Otahiti" (white, purple,
and stripped) which later were called "criollas" because they were suitable
for the different climates, soils, and growing conditions.
1°
In 1929 the Estaclon Agrfcola Experimental introduced the
£irst types of sugar cane of foreign origin.
9. The Pan American Year Book, Colombia
, pp. 210-228
10. Agriculture
,
Colombia en Cifras, 1944. BogotA, pp. 43-45
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The following Table IX, shows very clearly the evolution and
progress that the sugar industry has attained in the last 13 years.
TABLE IX
PRODUCTION AND IMPORTATION OF SUGAR
11
Year
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1935
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
Production-Kilos
—Z5793F7X5S
39.975.000
37.272.000
36.410.000
33.470.000
31.184.000
43.428.000
46.755.000
45,490,500
49.435.000
65.193.000
63.513.000
67,326,400
Imports-Kilos
I77I¥7S5Cr
180,349
155,870
232,548
8,173,616
21,350,339
18,731,247
2,448,595
5,553,100
14,960,000
4,824,866
1,902,772
In 1943, 5,254,000 kilos of sugar were exported to Uruguay from
the excess of 1942 production. The figures show that in 1943 the sugar in-
dustry has increased more than twice the lowest productive year, wnich
shows an excellent record for the economic evolution and progress of such
industry in twelve years.
D) potatoes ; Potatoes are natives of the Andes. In Colombia the
Conquistadores found wild potatoes on the plains of the Central Cordillera
south of the Purace volcano.
The production of potatoes in the last few years has been suf-
ficient only for national consumption. All the cold regions of the country
are suitable for the cultivation of this crop.
The production during the year 1942 was 418,100,000 kilos which,
translated into commercial bags, equal 3,344,800 bags. At an average
price of 12 pesos per bag, the total amounted to 40,137,600 pesos for the
11. Agriculture. Colombai en Cifras. 1944. pp. 47-48
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national economy and for the fanners cultivating this crop.
Table X gives a good demostration of the intensive cultivation
of this crop. It shows that while in 1939 the imports amounted to 847,679
kilos, in 1943 there were no imports at all.
TABLE X
12
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OP POTATOES'
Year Imports-Kilos Exports-Kilos
1939 847,679 155,537
1940 120,878 11,995
1941 90,836 2,700
1942 8,096 43,701
1943
E) Wheat: Since the abolishment of the Emergency Law in 1930, the
cultivation© f wheat has been more intensive than at any other time thanks
to the protectionistic policy of the government.
The departments of Cundinamarca and Boyac£ are the two largest
producers of wheat with Narifio, Santander, Cauca, Valle, and Tolima follow-
ing closely.
Doctor Santiago Rivas Camacho, Minister of National Economy, pre-
sented to the Congress a Memorandum on July 1943, in which he stated. "The
total production of wheat in the country, according to statistical data,
amounts to 145,000,000 kilos, which tells us that with a little more
effort we could produce sufficient wheat for the internal consumption of
the nation.
With the new policy of the government to protect Colombian agri-
culture, the production of wheat and other agricultural products will in-
crease and exceed the amount required for rational consumption.
12. the x an American Year Book-1945, pp. 210-228
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This policy of protection has had good results even though the
policy could not be executed to its fullest extent Decause of circunstan-
ces beyond the control of the government, such as the drought in 1940 and
1941, and the frost in 1942.
F) Rioe The Table XI will show the growth of Colombia as a pro-
ducer of the vital agricultural products for national consumption. It gives
a clear view of the economic evolution of the nation. This table could be
used as a good example of the evolution that has taken place during the
past two decades.
The imports of rice during the last few years, snow how much the
cultivation of this product has increased. It is reaching the point that
in a few years Colombia will not need to import more rice for national con-
sumption and that eventually Colombia will be able to export rice to other
South American nations which canot produce enough for themselves.
TABLE XI
IMPORTS OF RICE.
Year Kilos
1936 10,059,156
1937 11,628,005
1938 11,813,233
1938 22,218,026
1940 9,444,774
1941 158,648
1942 23,515
Colombia has exported very small quantities to neighboring coun-
tries during the last two years, but this could not oe called an over-pro-
duction. The reason for these exports have been the high selling price,
which actually did not amounted to a large income for the treasury.
G) Henequen Fibers* This industry is well extended all over the
nation, but until recent years the industry was practically unknown.
Now that the country has been developing more thoroughly, the
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henequen industry is of great importance to the agricultural industries.
All the products are shipped in bags made out of henequen, especially the
coffee which is always shipped in henequen bag3.
The Ministry of National Economy with the cooperation of the Na-
tional Federation of Coffee Growers, is helping to promote the industry
by distributing and using modern equipment as close to the large planta-
tions as possible.
The data concerning the volume of production are very uncertain
but it is estimated that a yearly production of 13,000,000 kilos of hene-
quen fiber is obtained from the millions of plants cultivated within the
councry. Of this figure about 25 percent is used for the production of
coffee bags, which amounts to 8,000,000 units per year.
The departments of Santander and Antioquia are the largest
producers of this fibre with North Santander, Boyaca, Cundinamarca and
Cauca as good sources also for the total autput of the product.
Table XII will give a good idea of the importance of the culti-
vation of henequen fibers in the country.
TABLE XII
HENEQUEN PLANTS13
Department Total Plants In Cultivation
Santander 13,000,000 1,000,000
Antioquia 3,060,000 500,000
N. Santander 1,300,000 300,000
Boyac£ 5,200,000 200,000
Cundinamarca 1,100,000 100,000
Cauca 4,000,000 2,000,000
Other Regions & 10,200,000 200,000
Totals 37,860,000 4,300,000
13. Agriculture, Colombia en Cifras 1944. Bogota, pp. . 52-53
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Only t>0 percent of the plats are exploited and each plant produces about
750 grams of bibers per plant per year, this being the reason for the low
production; but as can be seen oy the following figures in Table XIII, the
production has increased 150 percent during the last decade.
TABLE XIII
PRODUCTION OF HENEQUEN FIBERS14
Year Kilos
1932 10,350,000
1934 11,100,000
1935 11,000,000
1941 14,150,000
1943 16,000,000
The export of henequen bags was one important small product on
the export list in past years. The ouyers of Colombian henequen are pri-
marily Venezuela and then Chile, Panama, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica.
H) Cotton ; Tables XIV and XV, will show the production of cotton
textiles in Colombia during the last decade, and the increasing consumption
of cotton in the textile mills. It will help to present a better view of
the vigorous growth of the cotton textiles in the manufacturing industry.
TABLE XIV
PRODUCTION OF COTTON TEXTILES
15
(Thousands of pesos)
Year Pesos
1936 14,454
1937 16,266
1938 18,859
1939 22,362
1940 24,319
1941 36,184
14. Agriculture. Colombia en Cifras 1944. pp. 53
15. Ibid.
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TABLE XV
CONSUMPTION OF COTTON IN THE TEXTILE MILLS 1 Percent
Year National-Kilos Foreign-Kilos Tota-Kilos Nat. For.
1934 4,053,000 2,494,400 6,547,400 62 38
1935 3,700,000 3,64o,400 7,346,400 50 50
1936 5,750,000 2,537,200 8,287,200 69 31
1937 7,540,000 3,286,000 10,826,000 69 31
1938 4,267,000 4,346,400 8,613,400 52 48
11939 4,396,700 6,720,600 11,116,300 39 61
1940 2,860,000 8,185,800 11,045,800 25 75
1941 3,837,340 10,529,127 14,366,467 27 73
1942 3,300,040 14,041,518 17,342,458 19 81
By studing the consumption of cotton in the textile mills, it is
possible to observe that while the production of textiles was increasing
constantly as a result of the protective import duties, the production of
cotton was declining. The reason for the decrease in production of cotton
is a fundamental principle in economics—the low prices of cotton fibres
confronted by the producers. These prices contined low for several years
because the textiles mills did not see for some time the future possibili-
ties of having the sources of supply of cotton within their own oountry.
The cotton-crisis of Tolima was caused by the textile mills on
the one hand and by the government on the other, which did not take a firm
enough stand to protect the producer of cotton. This is a good example of
some of the factors that clarify the delay in the national production of
cotton.
The new protective policy corrected the existing crisis by inter-
preting and executing Law 147 of 1941, which authorized fixing prices of
cotton at 2.70 (pesos) for each 25 pounds, and discontinuing the import
permits for those mills that did not obtain the quota of cotton assigned
by the government.
16. Agriculture. Colombia en Cifras 1944. pp. 54.55
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These measures helped to bring back confidence to cotton growers
and already the increase in production could be observed in the following
tables
TABLE XVI
NATIONAL PRODUCTION OF COTTON
17
Year. Kilos
1939 4,395,000
1940 2,860,000
1941 3,830,000
1942 4,922,000
1943 5,015,000
The discrepance in the figures shown for 1941 to 1943 of the
national consumption of cotton in table XV, and the figures for the same
years shown in table XVI is explainable because of the large reserves of
cotton textiles that some mills had in those years.
Looking ahead, Colombia has sufficient land available for the
enlargement of the cotton industry, to the point where that production will
be sufficient for national consumption and a reasonable surplus to be ex-
ported to neighboring countries*
I) Tobacco ; Tobacco originated in the Americas and because it is
a native industry that has reached a very high place among the leading in-
dustries of the world, should be protected by the government in order to
become a leading export product.
Colombia exported in 1892 close to twenty millions pesos worth
of tobacco, and tobacco was the backbone of commerce and economic life of
the nation. Only at the end of the last century did tobacco lose its place
as first exporting product, and was replaced by Peruvian bark and coffee.
This leading industry for many years was weighed down by heavy taxes, and
monopolies, until now in recent years the export of tobacco has reached
the low mark of 500 tons per year.
17. Agriculture. Colombia en Cifras-1944, pp. 55
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TABLE XVII
PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS EXPORTED IN 1889, 1891, and 1892
Year Cotton Cocoa Coffee Rubber
i
Peruviai
Bark
Hides Tobacco
i
1889 108,9341 482,23d 6,651,835 552,372 420,7 33 4,300,789 3,088,142
1891 937,34a 418,154 16,391,992 551,195 2,700 3,253,540j 5,366,067
1892 1,068,633| 546,955 20,282,206 352,957
1
1,100 2,688,547. 7,588,883
Total 2,104,910 1,447,345 43,326,033 1456£24 454,533 10,242,876. 16043,092
In 1892 the total amount of tobacco exported, after deducting the
amount for national consumption, was larger than the total production in
1942, Today when the export market (European market) has disappeared, the
export of tobacco is almost nil, and the prices existing within the
country are so low that it has ruined the tobacco industry*
The leading prices of tobacco during the 1890's as compared with
the prices of today are as follows* In the 1890' s the three leading prices
were 120, 80, and 50 pesos for 200 pounds, the prices today for the same
type of tobacco are 48, 29, and 15 pesos and 3till the prices are going down.
The production of cigars and cigarettes is valued today at 30
million pesos which is exactly the same as it was 80 years ago. One reason
that this industry has not been developed in proportion to the national
development is due ppimarily to the excess of taxes that each department
has been imposing upon tobacco. These taxes have been increasing year by
year since 1909 when taxes on tobacco were departmental. The other reason
is that American cigarettes are not taxed with the so-called "Consumption
Tax. "
18. Carvajalino Jacome and Romero Manrique. La Agriculture en
Colombia. 1944, pp. 56
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CHAPTER III
FOREST INDUSTRIES
Immense forested areas, covering between 50 and 60 percent of
the area of Colombia exists in the country. They are held in perpetuity by
the Government which transfer any land in the country by sale. There are
rich stands of mahogany, chicle, balsam, copaiba, dyewoods, resins, and
waxes, as well as a variety of medicinal plants.
Mangrove woods along the coast are being exploited for the extrac-
tion on tannin. A recent survey shows that from 50,000 to 70,000 trees^ of
low grade cinchona exist. This survey was done in 1943 under arrangements
2
with the United States Government for the procurement of various strategic
materials, and it covered approximately 40 percent of the cinchona-produ-
cing areas of the nation.
The full development of the program was seriously handicapped by
transportation difficulties in the remote forested areas and the necessity
of trans-shipment from muleback to trucks, to river boats, and then to
trains was necessary before reching ports. As the more accessible areas
were depleted, further penetration into the interior of the country was
necessary, where there was a complete absence of transportation facilities
and trails had to be cut through the forest for exploration activities as
well as the eventual removal of shipment of the bark.
Tagua, or vegetable ivory is important both domestically and as
an export product. Dividivi of excellent quality, obtained from wild trees
on the Guajira Peninsula, supplies an important product used in tanning
leather. Exports totalled 2,558 metric tons valued at 187,097 pesos in 1942.
—
1. The Pan American Year Book-1945; Colombia pp. 210-228
2 , U. S« Department of Commerce, Colombia. ,194 3
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Exports of forest products account for 0.4 percent of the total
exports values of 1942. Contracts in 1944 called for the extraction of
six million board feet of lumber, most of which was Albarca.
A) Lumber; Following an extensive survey of all the areas within
reasonable transportation distance of both the Atlantic and the Pacific
oceans ports. Procurement operations were begun and sawmills equipped for
the handling of balsa wood were established.
Shipments during the year 1943 were reported below 500,000 board
feet, but it was expected that approximately six million board feet would
be available to fulfil the contracts for 1944.
Contracts for the same year were made for limited quantities of
mahogany, and for Albarca, an extremely hard wood used as a substitute for
mahogany. Future prospects for the latter wood are regarded as doubtful
unless the special machinery required for working it are obtained and
transported to the nation.
B) B&rbasco. Considerable activity has begun in the last few
'
years in the exploitation of barbasco, a rotenone- bearing root found in
very large quantities in many parts of Colombia.
The many varieties of barbasco, however, some of which are defi-
cient in their content of rotenone, served to limit the tonnage of this
product available for export.
Considerable interest in Colombia has been manifested in the
last few years concerning this product, but development in this field are
contingent upon the procurement of suitable seeds or cutting from the
"Best Indies.
C) Fibers ; There are two existing fioers of great importance in
Colombia, the Pita Floja and Fique. The former is an excellent quality
fiber, comparing favorably with Manila Hemp, which grows in large quantitie s
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in several areas of Colombia. It is estimated that there is a possibility
of obtaining up to 60,000 metric tons of this fiber provided a considerable
volume of machinery and equipment could be obtained.
By contract the hard fiber known as Fique has been exploited for
3ome time in Colombia and has been utilized domestically in the manufac-
ture of sacks for the packing of coffee and other agriculture products.
Expanded production in late of 1943 exceeded the domestic requi-
rement for tnis fiber, and a limited quantity was made available for
exports. As in the case of Pita Floja, Fique production could be materiall
expanded if and as soon as mechanized equipment are made availaole to
the producers.
D) Rubber * Rubber in the eastern regions shows potentialities
second only to those of Brazil. It is abundant along the rivers, but Col-
lection is difficult.
4 The rubber program in Colombia followed two major courses during
1943, first, the planting of seedlings in the Sinu river and nearby areas
for the production of ruober on a scientific basis, and, second, the pro-
curement of wild ruober.
Considerable progress has been made in the first of these, sub-
ject to the usual difficulties broughts by the Wold War difficulties.
On the procurement side of crude rubber, tonnages were obtained
to supply domestic requirements, and to provide some shipments to the
United States.
An annual production of 15,000 metric tons is anticipated for
future years, the exports of 1942 amounted to 607 metric tons and 1,444
metric tons for the first eleven months of 1943.
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CHAPTER IV
CATTLE IN COLOMBIA
A) Census for 1932 and 1942 ? It is difficult to obtain an accu-
rate data on livestock in Colombia as the census for 1932 and later for
1942, are not to be considered as accurate as desired because Colombia
never have had an existing census of their livestock population.
Table XVIII will give an estimate of cattle heads in Colombia di-
vided according to the territorial division of the country.
TABLE XVIII
CENSUS OF COLOMBIAN CATTLE1
Departments 1932
No. of heads
1942
No. of heads
Antioquia 772,547 1,165,005
Atlintico 154,274 234,358
Bolivar 1,662,118 2,076,394
Boyaca 720,393 1,086,358
Cal das 439,475 662,720
Cauca 318,691 480,588
Cundinamarca 514,645 776,086
Huila 247,594 373,372
Magdalena 711,271 954,339
Naririo 223,452 336,965
Norte de Santander 169,164 255,099
Santander 210,731 317,873
To lima 613,261 924,801
Valle 526,821 794,448
Intendencia del Amazonas 730 1,011
Intendencia del Choc<5 7,063 10,650
Intendencia del Meta 42,497 69,735
Intendencia del San Andres 933 1,406
Comisarfa del Caqueta 23,500 35,438
Commi*aria del Arauca 108,100 179,027
Commisaria del Putumayo 15,500 23,374
Comisaria de la Guajir5 110,000 155,847
Comisarias del Vaup6s y Vichada 11,750 19,469
7,604,510 10,934,363
1* Livestock in Colombia. Colombia en Uifras 1944, pp. 105
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The total figure for 1942 includes only the heads of cattle in
O
the country, but it is estimated for that year there were 6 1,718.000 hogs*
434,000 goats* 900,000 sheeps; 1,279,000 horses; 537,000 mules and 315,000
asses in existence in the country.
B) Cattle* By far the most important type of livestock in Colom-
bia is cattle. Cat-cle raising has been one of the principal industries
since colonial days. Hog raising has never been developed to any great
extent, although hogs thrive on the slopes of the Central and Eastern Cor-
dilleras. It is very difficult to obtain any accurate data on livestock
numbers* in Colombia, but the relative importance of the different types e
for some years are as follows*
TABLE XIX
LIVESTOCK IN COLOMBIA3
(thousands)
Year Cattle Hogs Sheeps Croats Horses Mules Asses
1915 4,832 1,139 246 232 858 324 168
1925 6,475 1,366 780 407 978 354 138
1930 7,343 1,434 810 427 929 329 149
1934 7,972 1,622 872 544 972 476 303
1937 7,592 1,545 831 518 926 453 288
1938 8,112 1,600 1,000 600 1,000 500 305
There were no cattle at all in South America before the Spanish
conquest, the Spaniards brought them into the continent from the Basque
provinces of Northern Spain.
2. Pan •‘American Year Book 1946- Colombia pp. 210-228
3. Kathryn H. Y/ylie, The Agriculture in Colombia, U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 1942.
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During the early years of independence, cattle raising became one
of the most important industries in the country. There we»e some exportation
of cattle in the early 1900's, but the industry has been developed largely
for the domestic market, and recently it has been necessary to import caxtle.
Even though the production of livestock and meat is large and
expanding industry, its growth is just barely keeping up with the increase
in population.
Skins have entered the export trade, however theri value varying
from 7 to 17 percent of the total value of exports from 190b to 1919. Their
relative importance has declined to two or three percent of the total in
the last two decades.
There is no coninues record of cattle population, but the esti-
mates given in the following table indicates the growth of the industry in
a general way.
TABLE XX
4
GROWTH OF THE CATTLE INDUS TRY
(thousands)
Year Cattle Year Cattle
1893 2,800 1926 6,500
1896 3,465 1927 6,727
1904 4,000 1930 7,343
1915 3,035 1931 8,000
1916 4,832 1932 7,572
1921 9,429 1934 7,972
1923 6,500 1935 8,327
1924 6,391 1937 7,592
1925 6,476 1938 8,112
Cattle are raised in all parts of the country, grazing at present
occupying about 65 million acres, or 23 percent of the total area of the
nation. More than half of the grazing areas is concentrated in the Depart-
4.' Kathryn H. "ylie. The Agriculture in Colombia. U. S. Departme
of Agriculture, 1942
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ment of Bolivar. This department had 1,765,000 of the 6,112,000 cattle in
1938.
Back of the coast region are the sabannas of the Sinu, Magadalena
and Atrato Valleys, where many of the cattle are grazes, and also in the
high plateau regions, although other areas, especially the llanos in the
east, are well adapted to the raising of cattle.
C) Consumption and Trade : All but 2,000 cattle of almost a millioi
slaughtered every year are for domestic consumption. The total live weight
of the slaughter in 1938 was 766 million pounds, wnich dressed 427 million
pounds of beef.
It has been necessary to import from 10 to 20 million pounds of
live weight, from Venezuela to supply the domestic market as the consump-
tion is larger than the supply.
Meat is considered a luxury inmost regions, and the quantity
consumed varies with the price of coffee. Another limiting factor in meat
consumption is the slaughter tax, and in some departements a consumption t
Colomoia was a net exported of cattle during the first part of t
century, but imports are now larger than exports. Since 1914, however,
exports of cattle have declined more or less steadily, until in 1939 only
1,000 head, valued at 56,000 pesos left the country.
Most* of the live cattle now exported goes to PanamA, largely
from the department of Bolivar, with the lack of transportation facilities
wichin the country, it would be almost impossible for cattle from the in-
terior regions to reach the seaports. Good-quality cattle from Antioquia
or the Sabanna de Bogotd, therefore do not reach the expert markets of
the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts.
D)Packing Houses ; At the port of Covefias on the Caribbean Sea,
there has been established a magnificent packing house, belonging to the
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Colombian Products Company. This establishment has a pier which is 1900
feet long, with a double ferry service for the loading and unloading of
boats.
The slaughtering plant has a capacity of 500 head a day. The
refrigerating house has a capacity of 6,000 cows or 30,000 shepp. The
company had 50,000 head of cattle in feeding and about 20,000 on its ex-
tensive pastures.
E) Hides and Skins j Of much more importance than cattle or Deef
from a trade standpoint have been the cattle hides and 3kins.
Although the relative importance of cattle-hides exports has been
declining in recent years the absolute quality shipped during the past two
decades exceeded the exports of the preceding 20 years.
Exports of cattle hides ranked third in importance among the tota]
exports from l$0t> through 1919. The United States was the largest market,
taking in some years 90 percent of the total. During the 1920's, petroleum
and banana exports represented a larger proportion of the total exports,
than cattle hides, and during this period the European market became of
increasing importance. The United States was still taking about two-thirds
of the total through 1925, but from 1927 to 1930 it took only one- fourth
to one-third, and during the 1930’s from one- sixth to one- seventh. The
following reasons explain chis decline* 1) Germany became a very important
trade market during the early 1930's; 2) After the opening of the European
markets new markets were in demand; 3) The United States put into effect
the sanitary laws on meat which indirectly affected hides and skins.
By 1939, shipments to the United States amounted to only 537,000
pounds of a total export of 13 million pounds. Practically all the rest
went to European markets. Germany was the chief outlet, taking over half
of the total and Belgium was second in importance.
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Following 1939# exports of this product declined in volume and
value due to ^he closing of the Central European markets and a slight
increases in 1941 and 1942 was registered. It is said that although the
demand for hides has increased due to war needs, the prices offered were
below those normally paid by the Central European markets owing to the
fact that a large percentage of Colombian hides are imperfect. Probably
25 to 30 percent of Colombian hides must be classified as "seconds" Decause
of horse-fly welts, cuts, ticks, gore scars, improper branding, etc.
To remedy this situation the Government has instituted a program for infor-
ming the industry of the proper methods of preparing hides and caring
for cattle.
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CHAPTER V
COLOMBIA AS AN INDUSTRIAL NATION
Until recent years it was believed that downfall was the destiny
for the efforts undertaken by any person or persons to provide the most
essential products for the Colombian consumer. Nobody was willing to invest
his capital in businesses that were still undeveloped; fearfulness was the
existing relationship between Capital and the Manufacturing Industry.
But today, for varied and numerous reasons, things have changed
to such a degree that thousands of Colombians and a large number of foreigners
are investing their capital either to create and develop new industries or
to help the old industries in existance.
The desire to continue with this wave of development is so great
that people with money are looking for ways to invest or subsidize new in-
dustries and create new products for* the Colombian coib umer, instead of
importing such products from foreign markets. The economic future of the
nation is very bright and the perspectives for new developments are un-
usually good.
The principal obstacle that this development encountered besides
the scarcity of technicians and skilled workers, was the exaggerated fear-
fulness of the people, particularly of the farmers, who for many decades
looked upon new developments with a certain degree of suspicion. This type
of man was not willing to invest his fortune in some new industry, the pro-
duct of which were new to cons-miers accustomed to the so-called "excellent
quality" of imported foreign products.
The success of these investments can be seen in Table XXI, of
the capital invested in partnerships during the last four years. The capital
invested had increased more than 250 percent in four years.
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TABLE XXI
CAPITAL INVESTED IN PARTNERSHIPS INDUSTRIES 1
Year.
(pesos)
Industries. Capital Invested
1940 238 127,000,000
1941 343 248,000,000
1942 373 2b5,00,00o0
1943 3b7 322,000,000
This large increase in invested capital for the support of the
contry's industrialization, has been the result of a policy of nationalism
and patriotims—to support and protect new industries at home.
Colombia is in the early stages of industrial development, but
there is considerable production of a number of consumer products. There
were some factories in Colombia before the World War I, such as breweries,
cigarette factories, textile mills, and soap factories, out the principal
developements have occurred during the past 15 years. Textile mills for
instance, are by far the most important from the standpoint of the number of
persons employed, followed by establishments manufacturing cigars and
cigarettes, shoes, beer, pharmaceutical products, carbonated beverages,
metal manufactures, leather, cement, glassware and chinaware.
Medellin, Bogotd, and Barranquilla are the leading manufacturing
centers, out there are a number of manufacturing establishments in Cartagena
Cali, Manizales, Bucaramanga, and Cficuta. Medellin is the principal textile
manufacturing center, but there are also cotton mills in Bogota, Barranqui-
lla, and Medellin. Bucaramanga is the chief center for cigar and cigarette
manufacture. There are breweries in Bogota, Bari-anquilla, and Medellin. In
addition to textile mills and breweries, Bogota has factories making glass-
1. dustavo Samper Bernal, The Industries in 1944- Colombia en
Cifras, Bogoua, Colombia, pp. 141
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ware, shoes, leather, cement, cosmetics, confectionery, and distilleries.
A) the Policy of Protection: The intervention of the government
as a protector for the Colombian people has been the most important reason
for the relatively progressive industrialization of the nation.
One of the many ways the government has helped the industrialists
is by the establishment of custom tariffs.
The Colomoian tariff is the most important source of revenue in
the country, providing about 40 percent of the total national revenue. In
addition to being primarily a revenue measure, it is also used as a means
of protection for the agricultural interests of the country and, to an
important degree, for various Colombian industries engaged in tne manufac-
ture of shoes, clothing, textiles, cements, lumber, paper, and many other
industries, the tariff prevent competitors from foreign marxets to enter
the nation.
As a measure to help the farmers and the various industries, the
tariffs on raw materials for industry are generally not exempt from import
duties. As another example of the policy of protection, the rates of duty
on most agricultural and industrial machinery are low, thus facilitating
the establishment of Colombian industries utilizing domestic and imported
raw materials at a low cost.
B) The Working Man« Under the auspices of former governments in
power, a social policy to benefit the working man met opposition among
certain industrial leaders. Only now it is beginning to work its way into
the fields of legislature and in the practices of economic life.
Governments favoring this social policy manifest it by protecting
the aspirations of the common classes, by trying to better the standards of
living of the economically weak, by defending them against the abuses of
controling powers, and oy seeking better relations between labor and
i.
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management. This new system is working better than had been expected.
The Office of Labor established a fund to be lent to workers in
need of loans, and this fund is increasing year by year. In 1938 when the
fund was established for the first time, 200,000 pesos were put into it,
and at the end of 1943 the fund had been more than doubled.
Another way that this policy is helping the workers is by the
establishment of Unions all over the nation. At the end of 1943 the unions
had over 100,000 members who are working together and defending their in-
terests with the aid of the law and without opposition by the authorities.
The unions appeared inmediately after the end of World War I,
but progress has been relatively slow, considering that there are 809 orga-
nizations with 102,000 members, or less than 6 percent of the total working
population of Colombia, which is according to the latest figures, December
1938, 1,733,862 workers.
As was the case at the beginning of industrialization in every
other nation, the working man in Colombia, is still unskilled and expert
technicians are also very scarce which augments the cost of production. But
this obstacle has been overcome during the last decade. The Colomoian worker
after trained in the domestic industries is as good as any other worker in
other countries.
Labor Legislation——Right to Organize. In 1931 an act on trade
associations was adopted. The constitution of 1886 had permitted the for-
mation of public or private companies and associations which were not con-
trary to puolic law or order. The 1931 act expressly recognizes the right
or workers to associate freely for the protection of their interests. It lays
down the rules governing the activities of such associations. By conferring
legal personality on them the State has recognized their public and social
functions, and in return today they are subject to official supervision.
.
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Rules of Bmployment—Under the act of 1925, undertakings are re-
quired to adopt rules of employment which must be approved by the Departa-
mento Nacional del Trabajo (National Department of Labor.
)
In accordance with the practice of this department, the rules ge-
nerally set forth the conditions of work, and once they have been officially
approved they are compulsory for employers and employees and enter automa-
tically into the individual contracts of employment. These rules reproduce
the statutory provisions relating to maximun hours, the Sunday rest, life
insurance, industrial accidents, maternity leave and assitance, and in
addition usually contain various voluntary concessions on the part of the
employers, such as the fixing of the reasons for which workers may be dis-
missed, the payment of dismissal allowance, and the granting of assistance
and allowances in case of sickness.
Arbitration—Legislation provides that the awards of arbitration
boards are binding and are invested with all the protection granted by the
law to arbitration in general. The most important award was that issued by
a special arbitration board in 1942, which regulated in detail the condi-
tions of employment in inland navigation. This award made provision for
setting up the first compulsory social-insurance scheme in Colombia.
Security of Employment—Various measures of different degrees of
strictness, limiting the right of dismissal, have been adopted. A worker
unable to work because of sickness or accident incurred during his employ-
ment, can not be dismissed until he has completely recovered; the employer
may commute this obligation for the payment of a lump sum of money; mater-
nity-protection legislation makes dismissal on aocount of childbirth illegal
here again this obligation may be commuted for the payment of a lump sum.
In case of discharge deemed unjustifiable by a court of justice,
the employer is obligated to pay an office or shop employee an indemnifica-
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tion equivalent to one month’s average salary for each year or fraction
thereof of service.
Salaries— Table XXII shows the average daily wages in some
selected industries of the nation. Low salaries and wages in another problem
for the future of Colombia.
TABLE XXII
AVERAGE DAILY WAGES IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES
2
(In pesos)
Industry 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942- 1943
Mining 1.81 1.89 1.84 1.9b 2.15 2.36
Electricity and Yfater 1.72 1.87 1.79 1.75 1.77 1.92
Transportation 1.55 1.47 1.51 1.48 1.53 1.55
Foodstuffs 1.15 1.24 1.28 1.28 1.27 1.37
Beverages 1.84 2.11 1.98 1.9b 2.0b 2.05
Tobacco 2.00 2. lb 2.30 2.54 2.-8 3 2.40
Textiles 1.20 1. t>6 1.34 1.33 1.47 2.20
Leather 1.55 2.1b 1.79 1.65 1.83 2.24
Soap 0.94 1.02 1.02 0.97 1.02 1.14
Nonmetallic Minerals 1.59 1.30 1.38 1.38 1.37 1.39
Structural Metal 2.00 1.81 1.84 1.99 2.22 2.29
Wood 1.87 1.72 1.68 1.50 2.09 2.35
Construction 1.20 1. 34 1.24 1.23 1.28 1.40
Chemicals 1.28 1.03 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.09
Paper and paperboard 0.79 0.88 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.92
Graphic Arts 1.74 1.93 1.93 2.02 1.90 1.96
Services 1.41 1.49 1.52 1.51 1.57 1.60
2. Gustavo Samper Bera.nl, The Industries in 1944- Colombia en
Cifras, Bogota. Colombia, pp. 143-144
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Cost of Living—The indexes for figuring the cost of living in
Colombia have been obtained in various cities from figures from research
on goods consumed and prices paid by a typical working family.
These indexes are different in every city in the nation as can
be seen in Table XXIII* which shows the cost of fifteen articles of prime
I
necessity to a typical working family.
TABLE XXIII
COST OF 15 ARTICLES OF PRIME NECESSITY3
(yearly average)
Cities 1940 1941 1942 1943
Bogota 113 113 129 144
Barranquilla 173 157 191 21
1
Cali 155 135 166 190
Cartagena 103 105 124 162
Manizales 118 125 145 161
Medellin 118 118 148 190
Neiva 120 122 144 171
Pasto 146 143 163 201
popayan 119 117 144
|
179
•• r /
Santa Marta 140 135 152
j
213
Tunja 129
t
114
—
130 161
As can be seen by the above table the indexes of cost of living
differ in every city, therefore, it is impossible to give an exact figure
of the cost of living for the nation.
Bogotd^ because it is the capital and the largest city of Colom-
3.
Ernesto Herrnstadt, The Cost of Living in Colombia pp. 401-403
4. Ibid. , 405-404 - '
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bia, has been used as the source from which to gather all the information
necessary to obtain the cost of goods consumed by an average family.
5After a careful study the Statisticians arrived at the following
figures* Expenditures of an average ’working family per month* 47.53 pesos
which were distributed as follows* for food 6o.6 percent* for rent, water,
and light, 17.9 percent; for fuel, b.2 percent; for clothing 1.3 percent,
for miscellaneous expenses 9.0 percent.
In comparison with three other Latin American countries the
working man of Colombia expends most of his income for food (Argentina’s
working man expended for food in 1933 60 percent of his income, Brazil’s
in 1934 47,7 percent, and Mexico’s 56.4 percent in 1944), because his in-
come is not sufficient for luxuries after expending two-thirds for food,
the remainer being not enough for the bettermen of nis living conditions.
About 68 percent, according to the investigation of Ernesto
Herrnstadt, of the families visited during his research were found living
in a one room house with an average of five people per family living and
cooking in that one room.
C) Raw Materials for Different Industries* Why and where is the
problem of raw materials in Colombia? It is disagreable but true that in
Colombia there is not one industry of sufficient importance that can support
the production of goods made with raw materials produced exclusively within
the country, because either the raw materials are not produced in the nation a
or if they are produced, they are of a very poor quality.
The most important industries, therefore, import most of their
raw materials from the United States. Sometimes it is cheaper for the
manufacturer to import raw materials than to buy them within the country
because the transportation facilities are cheaper from without the nation
than within.
”5. Op. Cit. Ernesto Herrnstadt., pp.403
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The following table will show the amount of raw materials used
by industry, how much of it is imported, and how much is produced at home.
TABLE XXIV
RAW MATERIALS USED DURING 1942°
(pesos)
Industry. National Foreign Totals
Vegetable oils and greases
j
1,576,102 1,806,316 3,382,418
Cements 617,104 259,802 876,906
Rubber products
i
398,769 263,583 662,352
•
Carbonated beverages 1*028*662 437,216 1,465,868
Shoes 1,345,204 627,408 1,972,612
Beer 4,245,577 1,254,609 5,500,186
Cigars and cigarettes 6,394,345 1,476,731 7,872,076
Chocolates 5,605,331 1,628,404 7,234,735
Matches 59,286 472,358 531,644
Biscuits and confectionary 1,142,617 219,858 1,362,575
Textiles and yarns 5,736,688 20,070,826 25,807,514
Soap, ordinary 1,787,488 1,997,091 3,784,176
Metal Manufactures 177,488 2,360,056 2,537,544
Flour and grain products ! 11,363,120 1,760,710 13,123,830
Paper, carboard products 25,456 1,571,895 1,597,151
Chemicals and pharmaceuticals 589,533 2,412,011 3,001,544
Glassware and Chinaware 59,246 229,054 288,300
6. Collected from individual figures given in the article The
Industries in 1944, by Gustavo Samper Bernal. Colombia en Cifras pp. 145-154
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D) Electric Power. Because of its mountainous topography, Colom-
bia is believed to have large hydroelectric resources, but the developed
power is small. There are 457 electric plants, of which 361 are hydroelec-
tric, 10 steam, and 186 operated by internal combustion motors. Vfnile
the statistics do not classify the capacity by sources of power, the larger
part is derived from water power, rwo-thirds of the plants have a capacity
of less than 50 kilowatts. Only two plants (at Bogota and iedellin) have
7plants with capacity exceeding 35,000 kilowats.
Of the 457 electric plants in Colombia, 237 are municipally owned
8
and 220 are privately owned. The capacity of the municipal plant is 77,850
kilowats (48.15 percent of the total), while the capacity of the private
plants is 83,814 kilowatts (51.85 percent). Some expansion has taken place
in both municipal and private plants in recent years, but there is still
need for furtner power in certain centers.
E) Construction Industry* It is possible to say that the people
of Colombia began to see the light of new ideas in construction at the
beginning of the 1930's. Before that time very few cities had electrical
services, aqueducts or drainage services, and the techniques of laying out
a city were unknown. The beauty of good architectural work was seen only
in one or two buildings, usually government buildings.
The few years since the early 1930's have been long enough in
many cities to bring about a complete change in construction work, and today
the cities of Colombia can be compared to any city in the world as to
services and beauty with all the modernistic requirements of a modern city.
This desire for change and advancement towards better living con^
ditions is felt in all classes of society, to live in a better and better
?. U. S', department of Commerce. Establishing a Business in Colo
bia. pp. 18
8, Ibid.
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manner. Workmen's dwellings, apartments, and other housing facilities have
been constructed under the auspices of the Central mortgage Bank, at a very
low rate of interest, thus helping the lower classes.
F) The Process of {Industrialization* The industrialization of Co-
lombia, the difficulties of which have been enumerated, has been supported
not only by native investors, but also by the State, which have reached the
conclusion that it is necessary to impel tne creation of heavy industry——
THE BASIC INDUSTRY—to give aid to the small industries.
The creation of the Institute of Industrial Development on June
8, 1940, was the first step toward supplying this help. This institute has
initiated, or participated in the initiation of many new enterprises, which
include those enterprises concerned with the production of iron, steel,
lead, zinc, mica, salt, chlorine, coal, and mineral water. Al30 included
are forest products, the construction of small craft suitaole for river
transportation, woolen mills, dairy products, and many other, host of these
enterprises are in actual operation while others are still in the experi-
mental stages.
The creation of the Institute by the National Government shows
the best initiative in the progress of the nation.
G) Perspectives for Fnture Production* Before ending this chapter
of the Economic Evolution of Colombia, as an Industrial Nation, it would
be important to show the Table XXV of the products that are imported now,
but which will be produced in the country within a few years, with the
help of the Government, the Institute of Industrial Development, and the
Colombian people and native capitals.
As a result of analyzing the status of Colombia as an industrial
nation, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The policy of protection oy the National Government is depen-
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TABLE XXV
IMPORTED PRODUCTS
9
Products Kilos Value in Pesos
Wood Manufacturers 13,852 77,893
Oatmeal, groats & rolled oats 1,558,388 479,790
Refined Sugar 1,902,772 147,788
Cocoa 2,351,880 897,828
Cocoanut Pith 2,913,335 761,662
Cotton, and Yarns 683,353 3,082,518
Hardware Products 268,965 652,663
Bathroom accessories 369,507 627,692
Bottle and container closures 2,508,954 1 . 613,289
Wool Manufactures 164,878 1,328,838
Cotton Manufactures 163,211 661,703
9, Gustavo Samper Bernal, The Industries in 1944. Colombia en
Cifras
, pp. 159-160
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dent upon two basic elements of the national economy; first, that no in-
dustry shall be protected by the tariff carriers except temporarily; and
second, that such protection be subject to two factos as follows* the
amount of native raw materials used by the protected industry and the price
of those goods in domestic markets.
2. The Duty of the Colombian Government is to supervise the con-
ditions of the Colombian worker, to defend the rights of the economically
weak classes, and to protect their aspirations to a better standard of
living.
3. In the matter of salaries, the legislative body had the duty
to consider and study and then issue a law fixing the minumun salaries to
be applied to all industries*
4. The Colombian Government through the Ministry of National Eco-
nomy should start a campaign for a better relationship between the produ-
cers of raw materials and the industrial manufacturers, so theat such pro-
ducers supply the manufacturers with the right quantity and the right
quality of uaw materials for a better stability in the markets.
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CHAPTER VI
MINERALS IN COLOMBIA
”E1 Dorado,” that fabulous treasure supposed to be located in
some part of South America, has real being in the subsoil of Colombia, An
enormous wealth exists, almost untouched, beneath the surface of the grounc.
and the doors of that treasure house are opened, not by the wand of fairies
as in ancient legend, but by the pick of the miners.
Nearly every mineral of commercial value may be found in Colom-
bia, from coal value at $4.00 a ton to emeralds valued at $1,000,000 a
pound.
Since the discovery of America, Colombia has been noted for her
mineral wealth. Tne Spanish Conquistadores took from her soil a huge
amount of gold, of incalculable value.
Being the first world producer of emeralds, the second producer
of platinunm and the first producer of gold in South America.
Except for gold and other precious metals increased interest was
manifested in the last few years, in mining activities, and some progress
was made in the procurement of quartz crystal and mica.
Although numerous deposits of asbestos were resported to exist in
various sections of Colombia, they have remained undeveloped.
Activities of the Institute of Industrial Development in the
mining field have been concerned chiefly with the investigation of iron-
ore deposits at Pacha and Boyaca.
A) Gold and Silver; In some departments, notably in Antioquia,
the mineral industry is well developed, while Marmota and Sucio River gold
deposits are believed to be equal to those of the Transvaal.
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It is said that the entire Pacific Coast of Colombia has been formed by
gold-bearing alluvials, so that with more effective development a mining
center will be established.
The great gold-bearing region in the department of Antioquia and
in the mountain ranges that separate the Cauca and Magdalena Rivers. In
this area of thousands of square miles where there is gravel there is often
gold, and in the mountains, where the rock has been laid bare, veins of
gold-bearing ores are found.
These veins contain gold that can be extracted by the use of
modern machinery and methods, insted of primitive methods.^" Many miles
of this territory have oeen never explored except by the Indian hunter.
Gold discoveries near Neiva, on the upper Magdalena river, have
opened a new section the gold belt.
It is also known that the Department of Narirlo, Dordering the
Ecuadorian boundary, is rich in tne precious metals. Gold nuggets are
found in the gravel beds of the rivers of this section flowing into the
Pacific Ocean, and in 1931 new investments began new operation in this
region.
Discoveries have also been made of gold bearing quartz on the
head waters of the Adagueda and Chirvigo Rivers, in the Choc<5 region.
Silver is found in abundance in the subsoil of Colombia. Almost
all mines of Antioquia and Caldas produce silver and gold in varying pro-
portions. There are no exclusive mines producihg silver as this metal is
a by-product of gold.
B) Platinum; Russia is the only country whose platinum output at
1. Abraham Martinez, Director of the Colombian Government Bureau
of Information. Colombia Year Book, 1925-192o.
2. Pan American Union, American Nation Series. Colombia - 1936
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times exceeds that of Colombia. The main sources of this metal, which is
usually found mixed with gold-bearing gravel, is in the Choo<5 district,
along the San Juan river and its tributaries. Platinum is also found in
the drainage basin of the Atrato River, though in a smaller percentage in
proportion to the gold.
An export tax of 5 percent ad valorem is in effect. Since 1942
when a contract was made with the United States petals Reserve Company,'^
the United States has taken all exports of this mineral.
C) Emeralds; The government of Colombia controls the exploitation
of' emeralds, leasing the mining districts to private companies.
The Muzo group, the richest of them all and from which the finest
emeralds come, has produced gems worth tens of millions of dollars.
The Cosquez group, named for an Indian princess, which produced
the variety of emeralds called "Canutillo, ** one of the most valuable stones,
is now in the category of "lost mines,'* the exact location being unkown.
4
The Somondoco or Chivor group, not now being worked, is supposed
to possess a matrix that would yield a half a million dollars’ worth of
emeralds a year.
The Cuincha group, across the Minero Group from Muzo mines,
forms a new field of much primise in the future development of emeralds.
D) Copper; Copper ores are abundant in Colombia, owing to the
gold and silver, little attention has been paid to the common metals.
When demands for copper become more actice, Colombia will without douut
rank as one of the profitable copper-producing countries of the world.
Copper ores are found in the Ocaha and Velez districts of the
Department of Santander in the districts of Konaquira and Santa Rosa in
the Department of Boyac4 and in the Department of Antioquia.
3. The pan American Year Book. Colombia, pp. 210-228
4. Ibid.
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E) Coal. Coal exists in several section of the country, the prin-
cipal deposits being located in the Departments of Cauca, Valle and Antio-
quia.
Soiue small quantities have been mined in the Departments of Cun-
dinamarca and Boyac4. Several mines, about 30 miles from Bogota, supply
much coal for the railroads and other local uses; more capital is needed
for their further development. Lignite deposits have been discovered on
the coasts. The Colombian coal fields are well located to take advantage
of the market facilities that have become available with the Panam£ Canal.
It is predicted that coal mining will become one of the important indus-
tries of the future in Colombia.
F) Salt: The famous Zipaquir& salt mines are located in Cundi-
namarca. The volume has been estimated at one half a million cubic meters.
All the salt deposits are government monopolies. The maritime
salt mines on the Atlantic coast are also owned by the National Government.
5
The production of salt mines amounted to 3,751 tons in 1940.
G) Non-Precious Metals and Others* Colombia also has great depo-
sits of iron, tin, mercury, lead, nickel, asbestos, manganese, mica, marble,
and many other minerals, and as already said, Colombia is one of the
largest prospective minerals country in the world. All these minerals are
found in commercial quantities, but have not been exploited on an appre-
ciable scale, or have been unexploited up to date.
The following minerals beds*3 are known to exist in Colombia;
Iron, 8; Copper, 33; Coal, 25; Limestone, 15; Mica, 25; Manganese, 2;
Lead, 2; Zinc, 1. Quarts Crystal, 2; Mercury, 1; and 3 of phosphates.
5. Consulate General of Colombia. Colombia , 1942. pp. 17-18
6. Eustorgio Sarria, Mining in 1944. Colombia en Ciiras, pp. 241-50
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H) Production of Precious Metals t By the strict control since
the crisis of 1931, the statistical data available for precious minerals
produced in Colombia is as follows:
Table XXVI
GOLD PRODUCED IN COLOMBIA.
Year. Troy Ounces Year Ounces
1934 344.140 1939 570.017
1935 328.991 1940 631,927
1936 389.495 1941 656.019
1937 442,222 1942 596.618
1938 520.715 1943 565.501
As already said, silver is not mined as an individual product
as a by-product of gold. The production of silver
: to 1943 is as follows:
TABLE XXVII
SILVER PRODUCED IN COLOMBIA
during the years
Year Troy Ounces Year Ounces
1934 127,461 1939 242.628
1935 132.965 1940 260. 310
1936 151,501 1941 271.115
1937 167.971 1942 246.281
1938 192.879 1943 209.950
Up to 1941 inclusive, the export figures of platinum were repre-
sentatives of production. Since 1942 the National Government has establish-
ed a strict control on the production of platinum and the figures are con-
sidered more exact.
The production of platinum for the last ten years is as follows:
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TABLE XXVIII
PLATINUM PRODUCED IN COLOMBIA
Year Troy Ounces Year Ounces
1934 54.219 1939 23.671
1935 38.628 1940 35.859
1936 38.333 1941 37.349
1937 29.315 1942 55,543
1938 29.460 1943 37.003
As all the emerald mines have been closed for quite a few years
there are no data available for the production of this precious mineral.
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CHAPTER VII
THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
A) Established Companies: According to history, the first man to
speak or write about the now-called petroleum in Colombia was Gonzalo Fer-
ndndez de Oviedo y Valdes, a famous reporter for the King of Spain. He
wrote in 1541 about the great General Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada who had
mentioned a well containing a black liquid used by the indios a3 a balsam,
and later used by the Spaniards to tar the brigantines.
It was the Great Quesada who in the time of the Conquest disco-
vered the existance of petroleum in Colombia, but not until 1905 begins
the contemporary history of the petroleum industry in Colombia. It was then
that Mr. Roberto de Mares and Mr. Virgilio Barco applied for national pe-
troleum concessions in the departments of North and South Santander.
After much opposition these two contracts obtained governmental
approval, the first in 1915 and the second in 1931. The first drilling
took place in the De Mares concession in 1916, and early in 1933 in the
Barco concession.
The commercial developnront began in 1939. The Tropical Oil Com-
pany took posession of the De Mares concession in 1919; the Barco conces-
sion has been developed by the Colombian Petroleum Company.
There are eight important companies conducting the exploration
work of petroleum in Colombia. Outside of the Colombian Petroleum Company,
all the other companies are partially or totally owned by American companie
Due to legislative resolutions in effect, all companies are
restricted as to the amount of land in concession* therefore, the large
companies had to establish subsidiaries and obtain new concessions from
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the government to continue their exploration work.
B) Production of Petroleum? Production in 1940 amounted to more
than 25,000*000 barrels, the highest figure reached by this industry as is
seen in the production table. Colombia has two pipelines; one from the
Tropical Oil Concession, at Barrancaoermeja, on the Magdalena River, to
the port of Mamonal, near Cartagena in the Atlantic Ocean, with a length
of 335 miles and *ith a transportation capacity of over 50,000 barrels a
day. The other pipe line, from the Gulf Oil Concession, at Petrolea, (North
Santander) to Coverias, a port on Cispata Bay, with a length of 263 miles
and with a carrying capacity of 70,000 barrels a day.
Exploration is being conducted on a large scale by various com-
panies, and it is estimated that the Colombian oil production may be
doubled in about five years.
The petroleum areas of Colombia have been estimated at 19 million
hectares of which some 3,500,000^ hectares, or 18.5 percent has already
been assigned. The total revenue obtained by the government in 1939 from
the petroleum industry was estimated as 18 percent of the total fiscal
revenues.
The annual production of petroleum, the amount exported, the
amount refined in the country, and the value of the exports are shown in
the Table XXIX from 1921 to 1943. 2
C) Revenues to the National Treasury; The petroleum industry pay
the government in several ways, sometimes small and other times large
returns. The State collects taxes from the concession already contracted
ior exploration; taxes from natural gasoline and oils produced by the
1. Consulate General of Colombia. Colombia
, pp. 16417
2. Colombia en Cifras 1944. The Petroleum Industry in Colombia.
pp. 258
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(Tropical Oil
Condor, Cla.
TABLE XXIX
PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM IN COLOMBIA
Co., Colombian petroleum Co., Cfa. Colombiana de Petroleo El
de Petroleo del Valle del Magdalena and Cia. de petroleo La Es-
trella de Colombia.)
•
Crude Oil
Produced.
Barrels
Place
in the
woeld
Petroleum
Exported
Value of
Exports
(u.s. 4 )
Refined
Petroleum
1921 66,750 5,770
1922 322,786 119,541
1923 424,875 340,615
1924 444,744 335,417
1925 1,006,708 587,022
1926 6,443,587 4,637,986 9,438,417 737,011
1927 15,014,474 8? 13,677,478 22,445,895 1,206,499
1928 19,896,797 8* 17,910,169 25,713,914 1,474,642
1929 20,348,547 8? 18,600,467 27,153,991 1,667,761
1930 20,345,910 8? 19,112,813 26,299,820 1,230,034
1931 18,237,190 8? 16,989,983 15,730,816 1,260,392
1932 16,417,123 s; 15,321,540 16,187,530 1,017,112
1933 13,157,642 10.° 11,805,701 8,979,409 913,170
1934 17,340,723 8? 16,477,173 16,972,061 1,532,084
1935 17,597,655 9? 15,949,331 15,753,832 1,592,906
1936 18,756,119 95 16,436,950 16,154,848 2,394,830
1937 20,297,846 9? 17,731,799 20,099,787 2,783,076
1938 21,581,588 9? 18,452,704 20,746,561 3,191,506
1939 23,863,248 8? 19,892,185 18,894,502 3,319,914
1940 25,564,655 a: 22,423,840 22,771,879 3,459,879
1941 24,645,347 8? 22,184,690 23,114,375 3,812,964
1942 10,619 ,678 - 7,366,459 8,095,500 3,643,427
1943 13,463^,558 — 10,615.898 11.452.028 4,100,474
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companies in the stage of production* taxes on transportation of crude
oil by the pipelines; and taxes on rent of the supply stations established
by the government.
over the 35 million mark.
Besides these returns, the petroleum industry as well as every
other industry pays taxes on oxcess profits and on rents. The returns
shown in the above table, however, do not include these type of returns.
3. Colombia en Cifras 1944. The Petroleum Industry in Colombia.
pp. 259
The returns to the State are shown on Table XXX from 1921 to
*2
1943. The grand total of these returns up to the end of 1943 has gone
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TABLE XXX
RETURNS TO THE NATIONAL TREASURY FROL THE
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
Year
Taxes from
Producing
Companies
.
Taxes, on Taxes on : Taxes
Transportatioh Contracts on Supply
by pipelines. of Exploration-Station
Totals
1921 8,414,93
“
'
\
8,414.93
1922 38,824,72 38,824.72
1923 40,105.70 40,105.70
1924 22,353,34
I
22,353.34
1925 91,910.98
I
91,910.98
1926 760,697.07 81,643.16 842,340.23
1927 1,299,179.53 222,748,05 1,521,927.58
1928 1,390,154.92 295,056.76 1,685,211.68
1929 1,617,857.13 300,379,41 1,918,236.54
1930 1,186,661.79 309,164.77 1,495,826.56
1931 510,206.26 251,985.51 25,625.00 787,816.77
1932 773,815.70 210,657.99 26,262.50 2,330 1,013,066.19
1933 485,028.67 167,531.75 37,133.50 2,330 692,077.92
1934 1,648,404.04 216,779.41 44,057.10 2,330 1,911,570.55
1935 1,777,707.85 221,789.59 74,066.00 2,330 2,075,893.44
1936 1,852,457.19 225,514.51 57,031.40 2,330 2,137,433.1$
1937
. 2,509,958.40 243,365.24 67,054.60 2,430 2,822,808.24
1938 2,700,961.67 255,369.28 97,063.00 2,430 3,055.823.95
1939 2,345,023.41 264,455.54 136,240.91 2,530 2,748,249.86
1940 2,787,346.93 257,022.27 110,166,28 2.530 3,157,065.48
1941 2,797,871.40 251,334.96 102,723.86 2,530 3,154,460.22
1942 1,387,485.63 95,285.22 139,354.84 5,144 1,627,268.97
1943 2,021,876.85 117,632.14 141,041.26 10.091 2,290,641.25
Totals,. 30,054,358.11 3,987,715.56 1.057,920.25 39.335 85,139,328.92
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CHAPTER VIII
TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
A) Transportation Facilities* Highways——Colombia had 5,682
miles of national roads, of which 239 miles were paved, in 1943. Two main
highways run from north to south; The Troncal Accidental, west of the Mag-
dalena River* and the Troncal Oriental, through the eastern part of the
country. The Troncal Central also is a main road between Duitama and
passing through Bucaramanga. Cutting across these roads is the great trans-
versal highway called SIMON BOLIVAR and runs through Venezuela, Colombia,
and Ecuador. It starts at La Guaira, on the Atlantic coast, and ends at
Guayaquil, on the Pacific, with a length of 2,340 miles. In Colombia this
highway has a length of 1,087 miles and passes through Villavivencio,
Bogota, and Medellin. A network of small leads from the major highways
connecting the Departments and cities. Generally speaking, the country
roads are ooor and often cannot be used during heavy rains.
Railways Railways in operation in Colombia total 2,087 miles of
which 1,830 miles are owned by the National Government, 460 miles by the
Departments, and the remaining by private concerns. During 1940 the Colom-
bian Railways carried 13,500,000 passengers, and 3,140,000 tons of freight.
The Colombian railways do not constitute a network, although fu-
ture plans call for three main lines. Up to now they are scattered lines
throughout the country, mostly built looking for an outlet to the Magdale-
na River. The nearest semblance to a network is the junction of the Pacific
the Antioquia and the Caldas railways totalling about 7CX miles. These
railways connect Buenaventura, the principal port of the Pacific, with the
cities of Cali, Medellin, M&nizales, Pereira, Armenia, and Popayan.
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Inland Waterways— Inland waterways are an important means of
transportation in Colombia. Among the rivers that empty into the Caribbean
Sea, the most important is the Magdalena; in fact, it is the most important
river of the country. It has a length of 1,000 miles and is navigable by
500 ton steamers for a distance of 5b0 miles, from Barranquilla to La Do-
rada. From the last point mentioned to Beltran, a distance of 72 miles,
there are many rapids that are not navigable, and oetween these two points
traffic is taken care of by the La Dorada Railways. From Beltran to Qirardot
a distance of 57 miles, the river is navigable by steamers up to 120 tons
During 1940, 353,792 passengers and 554,000 tons of cargo were
transported by this waterway.^ There are over 100 steamers on the Magdalena
river with a total capacity of 22,000 tons.
The Caqueta and Putumayo rivers in the east, navigaole for 1,430
miles and 1,000 miles respectively, flow into the Amazon; and the Meta riv
navigable for 680 miles, flows into the Orinoco. In the central section
the Cauca river, navigable for 630 miles, flows into the Magdalena river.
In the west the most important rivers are the Sinii, navigable for 210
miles, and the Atrato, navigable for 416 miles.
Air Routes— The "Avianca" former "Scadta" has had in operation
in Colombia since 1919, a complete aviation service for both passengers
and mail. Practically, every town of some importance in Colombia can now be
reached by air. The planes of the intercontinental service of the Pan Ame-
rican Airways call at Barranquilla and Cali where they connect with the
Avianca, and other national airlines. In 1940 the Colombian air lines
carried 53,354 passengers and 5650 tons of cargo.
2
1. Consulate General of Colombia, New York. Colombia 1942, pp.9
2. Ibid., pp. 11
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Sea Ports— The principal ports of entry for passengers and mer-
chandise to Colombia, are Buenaventura an the Pacific, and Barranquilla
and Cartagena on the Atlantic. Merchandise destined for Cali and western
Colombia as well as Bogotd and its surroundings area may be sent to Buena-
ventura, from which port it is shipped inland, or to Barranquilla and Car-
tagena, Merchandise for Medellin and interior points in the Atlantic se«-
tion is usually imported through Barranquilla or Cartagena. Arauca, situa-
ted on the river of the same name acts as the port between Venezuela and
Colombia as it is in the frontier with Venezuela.
Storage and Dock Facilities—The three major ports of Colombia,
all with modern equipment and facilities are Barranquilla, Cartagena, and
Buenaventura. Barranquilla, the largest Colombian maritime port, can re-
ceive and dispatch to the interior 45,000 tons per month. Cartagena can
receive and dispatch to the interior 30,000 tons per month. The port of
Beunaventura is modern and well arranged but has the lowest freight capa-
city of the three major Colombian ports. Buenaventura is able to receive
and dispatch to the interior a maximun of 15,000 tons per month.
Air Port s^—There are 89 airports in Colombia, of which the most
important are located in Barranquilla, Bogota, Cali, Medellin, and Carta-
gena. Of the total, 15 are for emergency use obly, 34 are for regular use,
10 are used occasionally, and 29 are mainly used as freight stops through-
out the eastern Colombian plains.
B) Communication Facilities; Telegraph——The 1,075 telegraph
5
and cable offices in Colombia handled 7,843,049 messages in 1943.
3. Colombia, American Embassy, Bogota. Foreigh Service of the
United States o'i America, 1945-48; 2-13942
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
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These offices include. National, 1,012 offices owned and operated by the
National Government, Marconi, 41 offices (now owned and operated by the
Colomoian Government), and All American Cables and Radio, Inc., 20 offices.
Not only the principal cities and towns but also the smallest villages of
Colombia are served by the National Telegraph Lines, which render rapid
and efficient service, having been organized on the most modern basis. In
1941 the 1,075 offices are connected by 21,594 miles of wire.
Telephone—Every important city and town of Colombia is equipped
with a modern telephone system. There are approximately 41,710 telephone
exchange lines in Colombia. In 1943 there were 46,939 telephone subscribers,
7
and 225,547,858 telephone conversations, and 135,500 miles of line were
8
usedn in 1941.
o
Radio—Colombia has 105 commercial broadcasting stations;
27 airport stations; 21 transmitters operated in communication sytem by
electric, cable and telegraph companies; 2o operated by oil companies; and
59 owned and operated by the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs. It is esti-
mated that there are 170,000 to 190,000 radio receiving sets in use through-
out the country.
Colombia is also connected with the United States and other coun-
tries of the world by radio telephone service.
Cables—All American Cables and Radio, Inc., che only cable com-
pany in Colombia, has sea cable landings at Buenaventura, Cartagena, and
Barranquilla, and a land cable from Buenaventura to Cali and Bogota. Cables
may be sent to and from any other point in Colombia via the National Tele-
6. Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. Basic Data on The Other
American Republics, pp. 46
American Embassy, Bogota, Foreign Service of the United States
of America. Colombia 1945-46.
8. Ibid. , Basic Data on the Other American Republics , pp. 46
9. Ibid., American Embassy, Bogota,' Foreign Service of the United
States of America. Colombia 1945-46
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graph Lines. Radiograms through the Radio Corporation of America my also
be sent to and from any point in Colombia.
Postal Service—Colombia' s postal service reaches the most remote
regions of the country, including even the smallest villages and hamlets.
Due to the rugged topography of the land, mail sometimes takes several days
to reach isolated points in the interior; and in this case it is advisable to
send correspondence by air mail, as the air ways are the best means of
communication to and from the country. There are 987 post offices in Colom-
bia, and in 1940 these offices dispatched more than 30 million pieces of
10
mail.
10. Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, Basic Drta on the Other
American Republics, pp. 46
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CHAPTER IX
COLOMBIAN COMMERCE
A) Commercial Policies* The policies of the Republic of Colombia
have been declared to be inspired by a triple objective; the balancing of
foreign trade, the encouragement of home production, and the stimulation
of exports.
For the purpose of the first of these iterrelated objectives, ex-
change agreements have been concluded with a considerable number of nations
in the world on a compensation basis. Most of these agreements were designed
to maintain a steady market for Colombia's principal exports products, esp
cially coffee.
Agreements on such lines have been made with Germany, )pre-war
Germany) Spain and Denmark, and the figures show that the effect has been
to bring about a balancing of Colombia's trade with these countries.
In the case of Germany, however, the effect of the use of the
Aski-Mark at a discount of some 30 percent gives imports from that country
a corresponding price advantage over other nations.
Severely restrictive measures to deal with unfavorable trade ba-
lances were also taken against the Soviet Union, China, Japan, and Sian.
As a measure to place the Government in a position to bargain for
export markets for its products. Law 135 of 1931 created "Maximum Tariff
Rates" equivalent to the basic tariff rates increased by 25 percent, to be
applied by the President to imports from certain countries, depending on
their commercial policy with respect to Colombian products. However, little
use has thus far been made of this penalty duty as only one country, Thai-
,
1
land, has been subj ect to the penalty provision.
1. U. £>.' Department of Commerce, Establishing a Business in Co-
lombia, 1944. pp. 10
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Colombia's most important commercial agreement is that with the
United States. It came into effect on Lay 20, 193o and provided for certain
tariff reductions and for reciprocal most- favored-nation treatment, an
official statement on the effects of the treaty shows that Colombian custom
duties collected on 32 articles affected by the reductions amounted to
787,000 pesos more in 1937 than in 1936. This was 22 percent increase as
against an increase in the same period cf 14 percent, showing that the customs
advantages encouraged the import of specific articles.
The tariff advantages in Latin American countries with agreement
apply mostly to foodstuffs, tobacco, and other agricultural products.
B) Import and Export Restrictions; Imports into Colombia are sub-
ject to prior autnori zation by the Oficina de Control de Cambios, de Impor-
taciones y Exportaciones ( Office of Control of Exchange, Imports and Exports).
Applications for import licenses may be denied by this agency
for reasons of transportation difficulties, the economic conditions of the
nation, or because of the balance of international payments.
The agency is also authorized by law to classify commodities in
accordance with their economic importance and to establish priority ratings
for the issuance of import licenses, based on the classification thus esta-
blished.
Apart from the general import- license requirements, the Colombian
Government has adopted legislation authorizing the use of import quotas to
restrict the importation of certain products such as* cotton, wool, wheat,
cocoa, rice, sugar, animal fats, vegetaole oils, fresh fruits, and vegetaoles.
Quotas have been established governing the importation of variouj
articles, including rice, wheat, copra, and hog lard.
Control over exports has been exercised since 1931, both for the
purpose of restricting the exportation of gold and national capital and
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for the supervision and regulation of agricultural and other domestic ex-
port products. Special regulatory decrees have also been issued governing
the exportation of silver, platinum, cattle, forest products, and coffee.
Reexports of strategic materials during the war such as rubber,
platinum, mica and quartz, were subject to special control measures under
the emergency wartime legislation.
Exports of food products generally consumed in Colombia, except
coffee, bananas, and onions, have been prohibited in order to conserve do-
mestic food supplies.
C) Principal Commodities Available. Colombia's export trade has
been relatively stable since its early history. Nevertheless, there nave
been some modifications as world conditions have changed.
During the Colonial period and early years of the Republic, gold
was the principal article of export, supplemented by limited quantities of
hides, tobacco, indigo, cotton, and a little coffee. Gold exports declined
proportionally during the years following the War of Indeoendence and were
frequently exceeded in value by exports of tobacco, which was the principal
agricultural export crop until the last years of the last century when
exports of cinchona bark rose to primacy.
The subsequent development of cinchona cultivation in British
India and Java, where the alkaloid content was greatly increased by scient-
ific methods, and the sharp decline in price which resulted for the Colom-
bian product destroyed the industry in the nation.
Coffee exports had held a minor place in Colombia's trade prior
to 1870, when the decline in Ceylon's production and the opening of the
2British market to Colombian coffee, centered Colombia's attention on the
2. Federacion Nacional de Cafeteros de Colombia. The Land of
Coffee. Bogot'a, 1940. pp. 14-15
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cultivation of this product, but they began a steady climb thereafter which
by the end of the nineteenth century carried them to a point where they
exceeded those of cinchona. Although this placed coffee in the top rank as
an export pro luct and invested it with considerable importance for the
national economy it was not until after World War I that it acquired its
present position of economic supremacy.
Prior to 1920, rubber, straw hats, tobacco, and tagua had become
fairly important exports, supplementary for the so-called in Colombia, the
BIG FIVE (coffee, crude petroleum, gold, bananas, and cattle hides), but
since that year their significance has waned and they are now relatively
unimportant. Since 1928 they have accounted for less than one percent of
the value of total annual exports.
Petroleum, which appeared as an export product in 1926, has in
succeeding years never fallen below third place among Colombia's exports.
From 1926 to 1939 it was the second most important outgoing product. In
the latter year it was replaced by gold, but it has since maintained a
close third place. The three products, coffee, gold, and petroleum, have
accounted for about 90 percent of the total value of Colombi's exports, and
together with cattle hides, platinum, and bananas have made upo over 95
percent of the total exports.
The Table XXXI represents Colombia's principal exports during
the years 1936 to 1941
,
the latest year for which complete data on trade
figures are available.
Analysis of Colombi's chief Export Products—-As has been seen
coffee, by far the leading agricultural crop of the nAtion, accounts for
some fifty percent of the value of all exports, and the interrelationship
of coffee exports and commercial activity can hardly be over-emphasised.
Influences affecting coffee marxets are promptly reflected in the entire
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TABLE XXXI
EXPORTS OF PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS 3
(Pesos)
product
1936
Value
% of
Total'
1937
Value
of
Total
1938
Value
% of
Total]
*
Coffee 91,968,299 58.3 9.9,172,496 53.8 88,775,329 54.4
Crude Petroleum 28,268,673 17.9 35,079,055 19.0 37,206,462 22.8
Gold 20,787,792 13.2 32,018,665 17.4 18,780,402 11.5
Bananas 8,206,675 5.2 6,983,457 3.8 8,883,871 5.4
Cattle Hides 3,499,079 2.2 5,034,177 2.7 3,876,258 2.4
Plainum 3,183,754 2.0 2,665,613 1.4 1,650,729 l.q
All others 1,717,971 1.2
.
3,233,764 1.9 4,053,747 2.5
Total Export 157,632,243 100.0
. _
184,187,227 100.0 163,226,798 100.0
. .
1939
•
i* Of 1940 i % of 1841 % of
Value total Value total Value total
Coffee
87,124,683 49.2 74,023,042 4'471"~ 83,293,779 47.7
Crude Petroleum 31,902,996 18.0 39,919,927 23.8 40,525,783 23.0
Gold 40,582,122 22.9 41,838,427 24.9 42,589,133 24.2
Bananas 8,678,683 4.9 5,609,752 3.3 2,923,702 1.6
Cattle Hides 3,646,366 2.1 1,474,619 0.9
i
1,529,995 0.9
Platinum 1,126,038 0.6 213,381 0.1 1,728,859 1.0
All Others 3,992,682 2.3 4,797,156 2.* 3,541 , 2o0 2.0
Total Exports 177,053,480 100.0 167,876,304 100.0 176,132,511 100.0
3. Scott and Rafferty. American Republics, U. S. Department of
Commerce, Colombia^ Trade Problems, pp. 2
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national economy. Colombia ranks next to Brazil in the amount of coffee
ic exports (See Table VII ).
Colombia is the foremost producer of gold in South America and
this precious metal, at present the second most important export of the
nation, has always been one of the principal products. It was gold that
attracted the Spanish conquistadores and during Colonial times the mining
of the metal was the main industry of the country and principal source of
wealth. It is estimated that from 1537, the time of the conquest, to 1882,
a total of 87o,774 kilograms of gold were produced in Colombia valued at
$582,704,000. In the present century gold's share in total export has fluc-
tuated considerably out has always been important as an export product and
Colombia has been very productive (See Table XXVI).
Petroleum upon entering the export oicture in 192b jumped immedi-
ately into the position of second most important export. The production of
petroleum in 1941 declined some 3 percent as compred with the production
of 1940. The decline in production was due to exhaustion of known struc-
tures and the narrowing of world markets occasioned by the War World II. It
is believed that production wil continue to decline for few years since the
Infants, La Cira, and Petrolia Oil producing structures have been exhausted
and the development of new producting structures will take at least sev-
eral years. The sharp decline in production which ocurred in 1942 and slow
recovery in 1943, was due in part to the exhaustion of known structures,
but principally to the disruption of tanker shipments owing to the war
(See Table XXIX).
Cattle hides, which comprise the bulk of Colombia’s animal pro-
duct esports, have ranged between second and sixth place in importance
among Colombian exports. From 1906 to 1917 they fluctuated between third
and fourth place* in 1917 they moved into second place and remained there
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through 1919* and from 1922 to 1929 they fluctuated between fourth and
fifth place. After 1929 exports of cattle hides occupied fifth place until
1941 when they dropped to a position of sixth in importance.
Platinum was discovered in 1737 in the placers of the Intenden-
cia of Choc<5 which lies along the Pacific coast south of Panam£. The deple-
tion of the Russian yield as far back as 1910, together with the higher
prices paid for platinum as its industrial use broadened, stimulated the
industry, particularly during the first world was when Colombia became the
principal source of supply.
Immediately after the war platinum ranked as Colombia's third
important export but thereafter fluctuated between third, fourth, and fifth
place until 1929 when it dropped to sixth place where it remained through
1940. Production and exportation of platinum increased substantially in 1941
and 1942 under the impetus of World War II, and the commodity moved up to
fifth place in the export trade. (See Table XXVIII for production figures).
Bananas, the second most important agricultural export of Colom-
bia, developed as an important export item at the turn of the century under
the stimulus of foreign capital investments and a cooperative governmental
policy. Culture expanded rapidly and in 1922 bananas became the third rank-
ing export commodity. In 1924 and 1925 exports advanced to second place, a
position which they left in 1928 and dropped to third, and later in 1934,
to fourth place, a position which they continue to hold through 1941. In
mid-1942 the ravages of the Sigatoka disease coupled with the exigencies of
the shipping situation resulted in a supension of Banana esports, (See
Table VIII for the effect of Sigatoka on Production).
It may be noted that none of Colombia's principal exports has
enjoyed any substantial increase as a result of war demand, with the excep-
tion of platinum which has only a minor place in the total. The export trade.
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rather than benefiting, has suffered because of the war, and the return to
peace conditions will probably have less effect upon it that it will upon
the trade of other nations which were able to make substantial contribu-
tions to the war effort.
D) Markets for Colombian Exports; The United States has been one
of tne principal markets for the exports of Colombia from the earliest days
of independence, although during the infancy of the Republic, focus of com-
mercial interest was in Europe, and particularly in Great Britain. The im-
portance of the Unixed States market to Colombia was heightened by the de-
velopment of coffee as an export item. In the years immediately preceding
the first World Ysfar, the United States market absorbed approximately 50 per-
cent of Colombia's exports consisting largely of coffee, as a result of the
disequilibrium in trade caused by this conflict, the Unite States' share
in these exports increased to 86.2 percent in 1916. That year saw the peak
of United States participation. It dropped to 72.8 percent in 1919 but rose
again to 85.9 percent in 1926. In this latter year the petroleum industry
was established on an export basis, and as exports of &il increased the
United States' relative participation in the xotal export trade declined
owing xo the fact that the bulk of the oil was sent to the Netherlands
West Indies for refining and reexportation.
Notwithstanding these changes, the United States has remained in
undisputed first place as Colomoia's principal customer. In 1941, the lates
year for which complete trade figures are available, the United States
received 76,6 percent of Colombia’s total exports.
Prior to the emergence of the United States as the chief market
for Colombian products. Great Britain and France alternated as principal
purchasers. Their participation was initiated during the first years of
Colombian independence and consited principally in purchases of Gold. With
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the rise of coffee as an export Great Britain's share in total exports de-
clined since that country is not a large consumer of coffee. Similarly French
participation decreased as exports to that market failed to keep pace with
the expansion in the volume of total trade. Germany increased in importance
as a market after the establishment of the German Empire in 1870, and soon
took first rank as a purchaser of tanning materials, tobacco, and tagua,
and as a buyer of lesser though substantial quantities of coffee, cacao,
hides, and dyewoods. By 1914 when trade was interrupted by war, Germany
ranked third as a purchaser of Colombian products, oeing exceeded by the
United States and Great Britain. After the war Germany again became an in>-
portant purchaser of Colombian goods and by 193b was in second position
taking 14.4 percent of total exports, principally coffee, bananas, and cattle
hides. That country remained Colombia's second important market until 1939
when its share began to decline. In 1939 Germany was in third place taking
only 7.3 percent of Colombia's total exports and in 1940 it receded to a
position of insignificance in the trade, taking only 0.05 percent of the
total, with purchases made up entirely of platinum. No exports were made to
Germany in 1941 by Colombia.
Principal purchasers of Colombian exports during the years 1936
to 1941, inclusive, are shown in Table XXXII.
E) Trade with Latin America i Shipments to other Latin American
countries have never been important. In recent years the highest point of
such exportations was reached in 1932 when those nations absorbed 2.7 per-
cent of Colombia's total exports. Subsequently, Latin American participation
dropped to a low of 0.2 percent in 1935 and remained thereafter at less the
one percent until 1940 when the percentage rose to 2.2. In this latter year
these sales were valued at 3,691,083 pesos, in which Argentina, Venezuela,
Panama, and Chile together participated to the extent of almost 90 percent.
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TABLE XXXII
EXPORTS BY PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES OF DESTINATION. 4
(Pesos)
1936
% of
1937
% of
1938
% ofCountry
Value Total Value Total Value Total
United States 95,108,043 60. 3 118,088,643 64.1 94,948,928 58.2
Germany 22,679,016 14.4 18,745,839
1
10.2 21,074,049 12.9
Curacao 15,106,204
5
9.6 18,543,807 10.1 16,866,452 10.3
Canada 8,023,117 511 10,181,095 5.5 14,176,126 8.7
France 6,254,060 3.9 7,455,798 4.0 6,714,135 4.1
Netherlands 2,623,431 1.7 1,895,659 1.0 1,790,895 1.1
United Kingdora 2,352,719 1.5 685,834 0.4 722,852 0.4
All Others 5,485,654 3.5 8,590,833 4.7 6,933,361 4.3
157,632,243 100.0 184,187,227 100.0 163,226,798 100.0
Country 1939 % of 1940 % of 1941 % of
Value Total Value Total Value Total
United States
Germany
118,397,758
12,988,752
66,9
7.3
116,153,213
97,054
69.2
(6)
134,887,113 76.6
Curacao 14,292,682 8.1 12,914,992 7.7 7,178,124 4.1
Canada 12,471,805 7.0 18,748,188 11.2 23,158,859 13.1
France 5,539,181 3.1 5,147,331 3.1 —
Netherlands 3,490,041 2.0 663,373 0.4 —
United Kingdori 2,470,075 1.4 3,216,772 1.9 826,765 0.5
All Others 7,403,186 CM. 10,935,380 o.5 10,081,850 5.7
Total Export 177,053,480
Y
100.0 167,876,304 100.0 176,132,511 100.0
4. R. C. Bdingote Director, Anuario Estadlstico Intercunericano
New York, ^uenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Colombia pp.203
5. Exports to Netherlands Yiest Indies* prior to 1937 exports to
Curacao were shoen separately
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The bulk of these shipments consited of petroleum. Other products
exported by Colombia to the other Latin American countries were coffee,
cattle, horses, mules, poultry, and miscellaneous articles.
In an article in the February 5, 1942, issue of Anales de Economla
y Estadlsticas , a publication issued by the Comptroller General of the Re-
public, balance of trade with Latin America is set forth in the following
table:
TABLE XXXIII
COLOMBIA'S TRADE WITH LATIN AMERICA,
(first 10 months, 1941 valued in pesos)
Country of Origin
or Destination. Imports Exports Unfavorable Balanc<
Brazil 5,158,135 4,274 5,153,861
Argentina 9,757,304 951,360 8,805,936
Peru 2,248,890 63,180 2,183,710
Venezuela 575,402 432,826 143,576
Chile 316,439 48,902 267,537
Ecuador 60,682 44,405 16,277
Mexico 1,241,335 23,684 1,218,239
Panama 265,335 169,115 96,220
19,623,110 1,737,754 17,885,356
F) Principal Commodities Required; Colombian imports are classifi
in seven groups namely: manufactured products, agricultural products, anima
and animal products, forest products, mineral products, miscellaneous other
produtts, and Game and Fish products.
Manufactured goods are by far the most important group, since Co-
lombia is primarily* an agricultural country and the development of manufac
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turing industries is a comparatively recent undertaking. Fabricated commodi-
ties are followes in importance by the remaining six groups in the order in
which they have been stated.
In recent years imports of manufactures (finished and partially
finished products) have accounted for 90 percent of Colombia's total im-
ports value. More than 80 percent consit of finished goods.
Textile products, until recently the principal import in the
finikhed products group, have been exceeded by machinery and apparatus, re-
flecting the industrialisation trend in Colombia and the development of tex-
tile production particularly. The next most important finished goods imports
are metal manufactures, chemical products and transportation equipment. Ma-
chinery and apparatus, textile products, metal manufacture, chemical pro-
ducts, and transportation equipment accounted for 7b percent of the finished
goods imported in 1941.
Imports of machinery, have risen substantially since 1932. The
principal components have been electrical and other apparatus, mining and
construction machinery, textile machinery, and sewing machines, and agri-
cultural machinery.
Textile products imports, which have been declining coincident
with the expansion of domestic production, consit chiefly of cotton piece
goods. Clothing and needle work and woolen piece goods are other important
items in the textile imports.
Metal manufactures, an important group of the finished manufactures
are led by tubing, piping and accessories for the oil industry. Other metal
manufactures of importance are tools and implements, cable, wire, chains
and pulleys, and copper, brass, and bronze articles.
Finished chemical products imports are headed by pharmaceutical
products, followed by oil, grease and combustibles, paints, pigments.
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varnishes, etc,, and explosives, matches and pyrotechnics.
Transport materials are dominated by automobiles, trucks and other
vahicles, wnile paper imports account for more than three fourths of the
paper and cardboard imports.
Semifinished products, which account for less than 20 percent of
Colombia manufactured goods imports are headed by chemical products, metals
and prepared yarns and fioers.
Colomoia, though predominantly an agricultural country imports
agricultural products in relatively substantial quantities. Raw materials
normally comprise about 50 percent of agricultural products imported.
Food products which account for the balance of Colombian agri-
cultural imports# Cereals, particularly wheat represent the largest item
in this class.
Imports of animals and animal products, of which edible animals
account for more than 50 percent, forest ..products , with gums and resins the
most important, game and fish products, mineral products, and miscellaneous
other products, together comprise only two or three percent of the value of
Colombia's total imports.
Table XXXIV give Colombia's imports during the years 193b to 194!
inclusive, showing the seven important groups of imports.
Colombia's import demand now that the war is over will be concen-
trated upon the same industrial groups as it has been heretofore, but with
shifts in emphasis as the industrial structure develops. It is prooable tha
the need for foreign agricultural products will gradually slacken since the
Government has been attempting to increase agricultural output with a view
of self-sufficiency. The paradox of Colombia, an agricultural country,
having to import substantial quantities of agricultural products has fre-
quently been the suDject of editorial comment in the newspapers of the nat:
t
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TABLE XXXIV
COLOMBIAN IMPORTS BY GROUPS7
(pesos in thousands)
Products 1936
Value
% of
Total
1937
Value
% of
Total
1938
Value
% of
Total
Manufactured Goods
j
Finished Products 94,045 86.4 133,459 85.3 127,474 86.5
Semifinished Pro. 14,783 13.6 23,034 14.7
i
19,878 13.5
Agricultural Pro due. 8,064 6.7 10,197 6.0
|
8,734 . 5.5
Animals and Animal F 1,487 1.2 1,406 0.8 1,511 ; 0.9
Forest Products 721 0.6 1,095 0.6 1,151 0.7
Mineral Products 193 0.2 282 0.2 305 0.2
Game and Fish Prod. 15 (8) 11 (8) 24 (8)
Miscellaneous 729 0.6 198 0.1 175 0.1
Total Imports 120,037 100.0 169,682 100.0 150,252 100.0
1939
Value
% of
Total
1
1940
Value
% of
Total
1941
Value
% of
Total
Manufactured Goods
j
Finished Products 141,328 85.5 110,491 82.9 122,815 : 89.6
Semifinished Prod 24,041 14.5 22,749 17.1 29,503 ; 19.4
Agricultural Prod. 12,329 6.7 10,810 7.3 13,766
I
8.1
.
Animals & Animal P. 4,025 2.2 2,345 1.6 1,661 1.0
Forest Products 1,130 0.6 1,228 0.8 1,538 0.9
Minerla Pro dots 304 0.2 359
!
0.2 458 0.3
Game and Fish Prod. 133 (8) 15
!
(8) 22 ! (8)
|
Miscellaneous 253 0.1 197 0.1 243 0.1
Total Imports 183,442 100.0 148,193 ioo.o 170, 0GS loo.o
7. Scott and Rafferty. AmericanRepublics , U. S. Department of
Commerce. Colombia's Trade Problems, pp. 24-25
8. Less than l/lO of 1 percent.
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G) Markets for Colombian Imports ; Notwithstanding the proximity
to the United States and the preponderant flow of Colombian exports to this
country, Colombia's import requirements prior to the first World War were
supplied primarily by Europe. In the early years of the Republic, the United
States exports to Colombia were restricted almost exclusively to drugs and
provisions such as flour, salt meats and fish, lard, etc. Toward the end
of the nineteenth century, however, textiles and machinery attained primary
importance, and have continued so, although in inverted order, in the United
States shipments to Colombia.
In 1913, the year preceding the World War, the United States,
while the leading supplier of Colombian imports, furnished only 2b. 7 percent
of the total. After the outbreak of hostilities in Europe, Colombian merchants
were forced to turn to North America for their needs, and by 1919, 72.4
percent of their imports came from the United States. This rise, due in
great measure to war causes, may also be attributed in part to the increase
of American investments in Colombia during the first two decades od the
twentieth century.
In the 1920's, as a result of the reopening of European trade
channels, imports from the United States dropped to about 50 percent of the
annual total, a level wnich was maintained until the depression year of 1S33,
when the participation dropped to a low of 3b. 8 percent. In 1937, the share
was 48.3 percent, or 82,019,862 pesos against the total imports of 4
169,682,132 pesos. Since that year the percentage of Colombian imports fur-
nished by the United States has risen until in 1941, it stood at 77.3
percent of the total.
The leading imports into Colombia from the United States during
1941 were as follows; Machinery and apparatus, metal manufactures, textile
products, transportation materials and finished products. These made up over
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60 percent of the value of goods imported by Colombia from the United States.
Great Britain has been the principal competitor of the United
States in Colombia since the establishment of the nation. France was a serious
contestant during the last century, but fell in importance concurrent with
the rise of Germany as a source of imports during the past 30 years. France
has furnished principally woven goods and silks, wool and cotton, perfumery,
pottery ware and wines and brandy, and during more recent years imports of
chemical products have been an important element in the trade.
Great Britain has dominated the Colombian textile market for many
years, but gave way to the United States in the years of the World War II,
due to wartime trade restrictions.
Germany entered the Colombian import market in the latter part of
the nineteenth century and soon gained a prominent position as a supplier
of textiles, foodstuffs, glassware, drugs, and iron and steel. During the
first World War imports from Germany ceased entirely, but by 1935 they had
reestablished their position. Table XXXV shows the value of Colombia's
imports during the years 1936 to 1941 inclusive, by principal countries.
It should be noted that while textile products still represent
one of Colombia's largest imports, their importance has been declining due
to the development of the domestic textile industries.
Imports from the Other Latin American countries have customarily
accounted for only a small percentage of Colombia's total imports. While
small in relative amounts, they nevertheless increased substantially durini
1940 and 1941 due largely to increased purchase from Argentina, and Brazil
•onsisting principally of prepared yarns and fibers from Argentina, and
agricultural products, particularly raw cotton from Brazil.
The import figures from other Latin American nations are shown
in Table XXXIII, for the first 10 months of 1941.
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TABLE XXXV
IMPORTS BY COUNTRIES OF PURCHASE9
(pesos)
Country 1936
11
—
% of 1937 % of 1938 ^ of
Value Total Value Total Value Total
United States 49,558,854
j
41.3 82,019,962 48.2 81,607,586 51.2
Germany 26,704,259 22.2 22,753,705 1 13.4 27,531,490 17.3
United Kingdom 22,599,974 18.8 31,968,972 18.8 19,662,678 12.3
France 3,770,394 3.1 5,324,091 3.1 5,345,510 3.4
Netherlands 2,401,739 2.0 4,520,277 2.7 4,466,257 2.8
Italy 483,012 0.4 1,326,005 0.8 1,833,434 1.2
Belgium & Luxem 1,781,014 1.5 2,803,925 1.7 1,916,204 1.2
All Others 12,738,125 10.7 18,965,195 11.2 16,888.757 10.6
Totals 120,037,171 100.0 169,682,132 100.0 159,251,916 100.0
1939 % of 1940 % of 1941 % of
Value Total
.
Value Total
-
Value Total
United States 102,150,058 55.7 110,215,747 74.4 131,436,623 77.3
Germany 23,542,532 12.8 929,586 0.6 832,378 0.
5
United Kingdom 19,263,981 10.5 12,512,064 8.4 9 , 268 , 582 5.5
France 5,409,527 2.9 2,828,781 1.9 63,951 Qo)
Netherlands 4,854,820 2.6 870,569 0.6 372 (E)
Belgium & luxem 2,769,628 1.5 1,829,352 3). 2 9,274 (lo)
Italy 3,972,531 2.2 2,088,784 1.4 14 (10)
All Others 21,569,428 11.8 16,917,712
;
ii.4 28,395,281 16.7
Totals 183,442,486 100.0 148,192,595 1100.0 170,006,476 100.0
9* Scott and Rafferty. American Republics, U. S. Department of
Commerce. Colombia's Trade Problems, pp. 28
LD* Import values for 1938 are f.o.b. Dasis, remaining years c.i.f
10. Less than l/lO of 1 percent.
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CHAPTER X
PUBLIC FINANCE/
A) Revenues and Expenditures; Fiscal transactions of the Colom-
bian Government are classified as ordinary and extraordinay. Grouped under
the former heading are regular and recurring administrative revenues and
expenditures. Receipts and disbursements of special character, whether
recurring or nonrecurring, appear in the extraordinary budget.
Both set of accounts operate on a reserve rather than cash basis;
that is, accounts for any given year cover actual cash outlays, with reserves
set up for concurrent obligations, liquidation of which may extend into
succeding fiscal periods.
From 1938 to 1943, inclusive, ordinary revenue and expenditure
accounts showed surpluses in two years (1839 and 1941) and deficits resulted
largely because actual receipts fell short of estimated receipts.
Estimated revenues and expenditures for 1944 balance. Extraordinary expen-
ditures and reserves, on the other hand, have been met by revenues and loan
proceeds assigned to the extraordinary budget.
Table XXXVI shows the Government revenues and expenditures from
1938 to 1943 inclusive, and the estimates for 1944.^
B) Public Debt; The public debt of the Colombian Government rose
from 177,572,000 pesos on December 31, 1938, to 288,793,000^ pesos on
October 31, 1943, an increase of 50 percent.
1. International Reference Service, U. S. Department of Commerce.
Volume 2, Nurnoer 1, January 1945. Colombia.
2. Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. Basic Data on the Other
American Republics. October 1, 1944. pp. 50
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• GOVERNMENT REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 3
(in thousands of pesos)
.1938
actual
1939
j
actual
1940
actual
1941
j
actual
.1942
actula
1943
actual
1944
estimat
ORDINARY ACCOUNTS
Revenues & Resources
Nat. Properties
•
*4,429
!
2,860 2,457 2,638 2,751 .1,864 2,521
Nat. Services 5,051 5,908 4,241 4,255 4,132 5,356 5,479
Direct & Ind. Tax 69,223 80,177 66,761 71,235 62,373 65,248 69 ,831
Participation and
arios revenues 4,678 2,279 3,233 2,536 2,311 1,165 2,882
Additional credits 1,040 136 348 1,047
|
971 557 —
—
Loans — 4,328 4,308 25,000
Cancelation of Reser 304 277 996 52
;
149 370 —
Total Rev. & Res. 84,725 91,6371 78,o3b 81,673 ! 77,015 78,867 105,713
Expendit. A Res.
Ministry of Y/ar
— 1
13,589 13,375 13,413
;
13,821 13,698 14,730 15,801
Ministry of Finan 19,791 16,774 17,504 19,214 21,010 20,947 20,411
Ministry of p. Mi, 15,242 17,539 13,685 10,012 1 9,428 9,599 15,564
Ministry of Ed. 7,171 7,493 7,388 7,207 6,292 7,357 10,017
Ministry of Tel 4,661 4,950 4,981 4,863 5,081 5,456 5 , 603
Ministry of Ec. 3,165 3,660 2,720 2,092 2,666 2,782 4,772
Ministry of Lab. 4,039 5,382 5,784 5,652 5,995 6,005 8,867
Others 19,417 20,144 18,105 18,221 21,613 21,565 24,588
Total Expend* Res. 87,075 89,017 63,966 80,966 8U7Z7'4 88 ,021 105,713
Surplus (4)Deficit(- )-23«0 2,620 -5,660 797 -9,259 -9,154
EXTRAORDINARY ACCOUNTS
Revenues & Resources;
Earmarked Rev. 2,486 3,017
—
4,589 25,245
1
:
45,572 ' 55,823 (2)
Loans 2,991 4,700 41,965 6,163 34,570 35,985 (2)
(2Sale of Land 179 62 764 109! 389
Cancelation of res . 171 278 1.107 49 691 — (2)
Other 3,909 6,695 595 — — 7,926
Total Rev. * Res. “9,736 14,752 48,256 i2,2TT 76,942! 100,123; 49,015
Expenditures * Res.
Ministry of Finan 3,577
—
4,885
i
25,908 22,899 38 ,658
1
77 ,7o3j 46,416
Ministry of P. Yu. 1,334 2,803 | 11678 3,694 13,483 15,743 982
Ministry of Ec. 436 127 325 1,211 3,996 1,832 115
Ministry of YVar — 1,212 232 372 1,138 670 (2)
Other 204 5,725 20,064
I
3,598 715 1,399 (2)
Reserves 1,194 49 477 18,953 2,716 «2)
Total Exped. & Res. 6,745 “liy/'bY 48,256 32,221 TTb73?T 100,123! 90,158
1. Totals include revenues and reserves; indisvidual items do not
include reserves.
2. Not Available
3. International Reference Service. U. S. Department of Commerce
Volume 2, Number 1, January 1, 194o. Colombia.
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Virtually all the additional debt represent internal obligations,
which expanded from 80,616,000 to 167,207,000 pesos.
3
The external debt rose from 96,955,000 pesos to 99,506,000 pesos^
Increased extraordinary expenditure, a large portion of which was financed
by loans, was the principal factor contributing to the growth of that debt.
The debt will increase further, by about 20,000,000 pesos,
through the conversion of dollar bonds of the Agricultural Mortgage Bank,
a Government institution, and of three private mortgage banks into dollar
bonds of the National Government, in accordance with the terms of an ex-
change offer dated June 25, 1942. 3
Sinking-fund payments on its external debt were suspended by the
Colombian Government in 1931, and interest payments were partially defaulted
in 1933.
On June 5, 1941, a permanent adjustment plan was offered to holders
of dollar bonds. The plan provided for the issue, on a dollar- for-dollar
basis, of new 3-percent sinking-fund bonds due in 1970 in exchange for
outstanding dollar bonds, which comprised two issues of 6-percent bonds
6
due in 1961.
Table XXXVII shows public debt of the Republic of Colombia at the
end of each year from 1938 to 1942 and on October 31, 1943.
3. Coordinator of Inter Affairs. Basic Data on the OtherAmerican
Republics. October 1, 1944. pp. 49-50
4. International Reference Service, U. S. Department of Commerce
Volume 2, Number 1, January 1945. Colombia.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
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TABLE XXXVII
.
PUBLIC DEBT
5
(in thousands of Pesos)
Kind of Debt 1938 1939 1940
r
1941
j
1942 1943
(Oct. 31)
Internal Debt
•
Funded
Unfunded
Due to Dept, under
agreements.
51,187
24,462
2,967
46,045
27,490
2,921
42,509
48,778 '
4,586
62,497
63,o64
3,392
103,606
18,025
2,077
145,244
21,963
80,616
— . - . —
78,456
i
95,973 119,553 123,708 167,207
-
External Debt;
Dollars
;
Funded
Unfunded
53,824
19,998
53,417
19,891
45,532
20,139
47,323
18,443
47,952
23,301
—
(2)
(2)
Total Dollar Deot 73,822 73,308 65,671 65,766 71,253 (2)
Peso equivalent of to-
tal dollar debt.
3
88,820 90,226 80,775 79,598
i
88,718 !
—
Sterling*
Funded
Unfunded
1,473
95
1,448
86
1,444
73
1,443
69
Li -
1,441
193
(2)
(2)
Total Sterling Debt. 1,568 1,534 1,517
—
1,512 1,634 (2)
Peso equivalent of to-
tal sterling debt^ 8,136 7,847
—
7,735 7,702 8,567
Total peso equivalent
of external debt 99,956 98,073 88,510 87,300 97,285 99,506
Total Debt in Pesos. 177,572 176,529 184,483 206,853 220,903 266,793
1. 10 months only
2. Not available
3. Converted at rate employed in Colomoian official statistics.
For funded debt 1 dollar a 1 peso; for unfunded, 1 dollar 1.75 pesos
4. Converted at rates employed in Colombian official statistics.
For funded debt 1 pound s 5 pesos; 'for unfunded, 1 pound s 7.06 pesos
5. International Reference Service, U. S. Department of Commerce
Volume 2, Number 1, January 1945. Colombia
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CHAPTER XI
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE COUNTRY
A) The Liberal and Conservative Parties; Though Colombia has been
prosperous in recent years, her history in the 19th century was full of re-
volutions and civil wars. But Colombian revolutions have centered around
ideals much more than personalities, even when the ideas have been identi-
fied with individuals.
The two traditional parties, Liberales and Conservadores , came
into exi stance early during the War of Independence, and were for many years
about equal in strength. The Liberales as well as the Conservadores were
compelled to admit the need for a measure of centralization; but the clear-
age between them was deep, the main point of issue being the status of the
Church, which the Conservadores supported and the Liberales attacked.^
•
'
The Conservadores were also the party of the landed aristocracy.
They were in power almost the whole time from the promulgation of the con-
2
stitution of 1886 until 1930.
3
The death of Rafael Nunez in September 18, 1894, left the coun-
try to the anarchy and disorder which usually follow the disappearance of
a dictator. From 1899 to 1903 there was Civil War, and in the latter year
the Province of Panam& revolted against the Republic and established its
independence with the help of the American Navy which accidentaly appeared
at Col<5n just in time to take part an the revolution.
1. 4Royal Institute of International Affairs. The Republics of
South America. Oxford University. Chapter XI, "Religion and the Church"
Jos4 A. Bermudez, Historia de Colombia. Bogota, 1937
3. J. Freed Hippy. Hystory of Colombia, translated and edited at
the University of North Carolina'. 1938, pp.blb
4. Herman G. James, University of Texas, 1923. The Republics of
Latin America.
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But a period of national reconstruction began under Rafael Nuftez
(1904-1908(, one of the greatest of Colombian Presidents, lie reorganised
the finances and the territorial divisions of the country, reformed the
army, and encouraged public work, reconstructing the railway and telegraph
systems. <
He achieved these reforms, however, by the suppression of Liber-
5
ties and because of this he was overthrown in 1909 by a revolution.
Progress was resumed under Carlos E. Restrepo, a Liberal, 0 during
whose term public education was developed and the franchise became a reality.
From 1914 to 1930 the Conservadores were in power again.
The election of 1930 was won by a candidate who appeared at the
last moment and defeated two Conservadores. Doctor Enrique Olaya Herrera
stood as a National, with a non-party programme, and gained enthusiastic
support in the commercial centers of the nation.
His victory broke the monopoly of political power which the Con-
servadores had held for almost 50 years, and it was noteworthy that their
7
regime was overnthrown at the polls without povoking a revolution.
Doctor Olaya Herrera was successful in maintaining internal peace
.
during the economic crisis; he also settled the Leticia dispute with Peril
8
in 1934.
On his final message to the nation in July 1934, he was able to
report that the dispute had been happily settled, and Colombia was once
more in possession of its outlet to the great Amazon river, in this message
he remarked*
'* I do not pretend that my action during four years, in rhe face
5. J. Freed Rippy. History of Colombia, op. cit.
,
pp. 528
6. Ibid.
^
7. Royal Institute of International Affairs, op. cit., pp. 159
8. Ibid., Chapter Xiii, International Relations.
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of complex problems and in exceptionally difficult circunstances , will
be found free from errors, but (I do assert that) the intense desire of
promoting the general welfare and securing the greatness and prosperity
of the nation has continually guided the president as well as the citizens
who have shares his administrative tasks with him. Perhaps this may
stand as the final judgment bf history, ^e will doubtless take his place
among Colombia's ablest statesmen.
Doctor Olaya Herrera was succeeded by Alfonso L<5pez, his foreign
minister, whose greatest achievement has been the fulfilment of a true
Liberal policy, and include doctrinal reforms of a socialistic nature. It
is provided that private interets must cede to social interests; that the
state may intervene to secure the fulfilment of social duties, to rationalize
production or to protect labor; and that expropriation may take place for
social interests as well as for public utility.
^
Its attempts at social reforms and secularization are the natural
culmination of the unprecedented material progress which Colombia has expe-
rienced for a third of a century, and which came to an end on August 7,
1946, when Mariano Ospina P6rez became President of Colombia as candidate
of the Conservadores.
B) Rafael NuPtez, a great Political Mind. Doctor Rafael Nurlez^
succeded Julian Trujillo, and was inaugurated for the first time on April
8m 1880. In his inaugural speech he expressed himself as follows.
"Out agriculture is barely in its infancy. Our arts remain a
little less tnan stationary. Our vast national territory has only a few
9. J. Freed Hippy. History of Colombia, op. cit., pp. 548-549
10. Joaquin Ospina. Dictionario Biografico y bibiiografico de Co-
lombia. Volume II. pp. 553-554
11., Ibid., Volume 111, pp. 107-108
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miles of railroads. Statistics snow thatfor the last several years we have
not been exporting enough to pay for what we import. This lack of economic
balance, it it should continue, would give origin to the conjecture that the
Colombian people consume more than they produce. At any rate, it is evident
that naional industry is in decadence. The formidable calamity of puolic
misery is, therefore, approaching our doors.”
During his administration, great impulse was given to industry;
the railroad to Giradort was started, the national bank was founded, and
12
the dike of Cartagena was made navigable. Besides, there was initiated
a movement for a Congress in Panam£ compresed of representatives of all
American nations, for the purpose of adopting arbitration as a means of
settling boundary disputes and other questions arising among the nations
of the continent.
He was inaugurated for the second time on August 11, 1884 and re-
mained in power until May of 1886. During his second administration the fa-
mous was of 18o5 took place. The victory of this war, made Nunez not only
the chief of the National Party but the director of a reform movement, and
he thereunon displayed the resources of his talent and his character and
became one of the great political minds of the continent.
"He was farsighted, perspicacious, and flexible, and all this with
the dissimulating touch, the discreet language, and the reserve of a diplo-
mat. Steadfast in his purpose, he did not hesitate to carry on a decision
when once he had made it. He knew men and how to attract them; he handled
them with a fine tact, consulting their tastes and preferences and his pen
was his great instrument." 1
12. Joaquin Ospina. Diccionarion Biogr^fico y Bibliografico de
Colombia
. Bogota 1937, Volume TlT pp. l'OB
13* Henao y Arrubla. Historia de Colombia. Librerla Coiombiana de
Camacho Rold&n. 1936. pp. 758
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He wrote the lyrics for the National Anthem in 1887 and they were
officially adopted as such on 1920 by Law 33.
Nufiez possessed vast learning, and to the sentimentalism of a
poet he added philosophic skepticism and the calculation of a financier.
His literary work consisted of two volumes of prose. "Ensayos de Critica
§ocial" and, "La Reforma Politica en Colombia", (Essay on Social Criticism"
and "Political Reform in Colombia") and one of poetry.
The constitution of 1858 suffered a violent death in the bloody
fight whicn vegan in the State of Santander, and the charter of 1883 met
the same fate. . . .Nufiez said (during the course of the war) "Gentlemen; the
14
constitution of 1853 has ceased to exist."
Nurlez decided that the moment had arrived for the adoption of
another constitution. With this purpose in view, he issued his famous
decree of September 10, 1885, inviting the govei’nments of the states to send
to Bogotd delegates for a national coucil to discuss the reforms that
should be made.
The National Council was installed on November 11, 1885. On the
same day it received a message from the President expressing his views on
the character of the reforms needed. The new constitution, he said, should
avoid the tendencies of the preceding one; the national legislation should
be unified and the public administration made national. The Press, he
added, should be a torch and not a firebrand, a messenger of truth and not
a calymny. The unrestricted commerce in firearms and ammunitions is a
constant stimulus to civil war, and religious tolerance does not exclude the
acknowledgment of the Catholic Church as that of a great majority of the
people pf Colombia.
14. Hen&o y Arrubla. Fistoria de Colombia. Libreria Colombiana de
Camacho Roldan, 1936. Bogotd. ppT 754
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Any action of the government ignoring this fact will lead to disaster. Liber-
ty and justice are harmonious entities, and on this simple principle should
be based the definition of individual rights. There is a vast difference
between liberty and license. Anarchy must be replaced by order. Such was
the substance of his message. 15
The constitution of the Repuoiic of Colombia, w^ich is Still
in force, although with some amendments, was issued by the National Council
on August 4, 1866 and signed by the executive on the following day.
On the fourth day of June 1887, Doctor Nuflez took possession of
the office of President for the third time, and remained as such until
December 13th of the same year when he left the capital and returned to
take possession of the presidency on January 8th, 1888, for the fourth and
16
last time, he remained as President until August 6, 1888.
On December 31, 1887, a concordat was signed by the Holy See in
Rome. This act was in accord with the constitutional provision which
authorized the government to negotiate an arrangement of pending issues
with the Catholic Church and defined and established satisfactory relations
between it and the State.
On September 18, 1894, death suddently overtook Doctor Rafael
Nuflez and Colombia lost one of its greatest thinkers, statement, and poets
whose name has taken its place among the favorite sons of the nation.
C) Religion and the Church; The break-up of medieval Christendom
into separate sovereign dtates constituted a serious problem for the Catholic
church, wnich in the case of Spain and Portugal in their relations with the
New World was only solved by granting the power of ecclesiatical patronage,
15, J. Freed Rippy. History of Colombia, translated and edited at
the University of North Carolina 1938. pp. 504-505
16. Joaquin Ospina. Diccionarion Biografico y BibliogMfico de
Colombia. Bogota 1937. Volume HI
, pp . 108
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to the monarchs of these countries* Thus the problem of Church and State
in Colombia, and the other nations in South America, dates from the earliest
period of colonial development.
The religious issue nowhere dominated politics in the nineteenth
century so much as in Colombia. At the creation of the Republic of New Gra-
nada Catholicism was declared the national religion, and after Papar recog-
nition had been granted in 1835 relations between the Church and State were
undisturbed until the Liberal government of 1853.
It immediately disestablished the Church, made marriage an obli-
gatory civil ceremony, and placed cemeteries under civil control. Another
17
attack on the Church was made by Tomas Mosquera who had originally been
a Conservador, in 18861. The extremism of the Liberales was relaxed towards
the end of their long tenure of power between 1849 and 1880, but by that
time the legal status of the Church had been much depressed, and the State
had confiscated all ecclesiastical property with the exception of church
buildings and the residences of the clergy.
is
Rafael Nunez who had originally been a Liberal just as Mosquera
had originally been a Conservador, restored the fortunes of the Church.
He inaufurated a clericalist policy which culminated in a concordat with
the Holy See in 1888. Thenceforward the relations between Church and State
were remarkably harmonious, and the concordat which was regarder with great
satisfaction by the Vatican remained in force for nearly fifty years. The
old rights of the Church were restored; patronage was in theory conceded to
the Papacy, although in practice the Pope was to take the advice of the
President of the Republic.
The Liberales an several occasions declared their intention of
separating Church and State, and it was sufficient that the clergy regarded
17. Joaquin Ospina. Dictionario Biografico. op. cit. Vol. Ill
18. Ibid.
,
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the concordat as a model one for anticlericals to attack. In the Liberalistas
'
revised constitution of 193b these anticlerical tendencies found expression.
The articles which had given the Roman Catholic Church unique authority as
the Church of the Nation and an essential element of , social order were re-
placed by another guaranteeing liberty of conscience. The article which
stated that education should accord with the Catholic religion was replaced
by another guaranteeing liberty of teaching and giving control of education
to the State.
After six years of office the Liberales have passed these measures
in the face of organized opposition from the Conservadores for forty years.
The treats and protests of the hierarchy indicate that the Church may ini-
tiate another period of conflict witn the State rather than continue under
submission of the constitutional reform.
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CHAPTER XII
COLOMBIA IN THE POST-War
A) The Institute of Industrial Development: El Instituto de Fo-
mento Industrial was created by decree No. 1157 of June 8, 1940, and began
operations on September 24, 1940. The institute has quickly become a major
factor in the field of industrial promotion. It is not designed merely to
provide capital, but also to act as "Promoter and partner in those basic
industries that require costly preliminary surverys and large capital that
may not be within the immediate reach of private parties."^
The minimum capital of the institute was set at 4,000,000 peos,
of which 3,000,000 were to be subscribed by the Colombian Government and
1,000,000 by the Banco Central Hipotecario (Central Mortgage Bank). Private
firms or individuals may also subscribe to the institute's capital.
The institute is authorized to aid qualified enterprises by sub-
scribing to their stock and by guaranteeing their obligations. Bonds of en-
terprises in which the institute owns a majority of shares can be guaranteec
by the National Government. Once an enterprise is operating satisfactorily,
the institute plans to sell its holdings to the public, thereby realizing
funds for new enterprises.
Exemption from the patrimony tax for five years under certain con-
ditions is provided for a company organized to engage in specified indus-
tries in which the National Government or the institute jnay have subscribed
2
not less than 20 percent of the company's capital.
Companies entitled to the exemption from the patrimony tax under
1. Colombia. Informe del Ministerio de la Economfa Nacional, 1941.
Bogota, Colomoia. pp. 185
2. Article 46 of decree No. 1157 of 1940 and Article 18 of decree
Bo. 1439 of 194P. ..
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n
article 18 of decree No. 1439 may also be exempted, for five years, from
all direct national, departmenta , and municipal taxes when the enterprise
is "established in regions which, on account of their climate, salubrity,
or lack of communications, are not incorporated in the national economy, in
*
the opinion of the Ministerio de la Economia dn the Ministerio de Hacienda
y Cr6dito Publico.
Enterprises which the institute had initiated, or in the initiation
of which it had participated, include those concerned with the following-
Production of iron, steel, lead, zinc, mica, salt, chlorine, coal, and miner-
al water; forest products including lumber; the extraction of tanning fluid
from mangrove bark, and fique fiber; the manufacture of fertilizers from
animal bones; the recovery of potassium from mineral water; the construe tio;
of nitrogen plants; the mining of arsenic-bearing minerals; the production
of rotenone; the manufacture of tires; the construction of small craft suit-
able for river transportation; woolen mills; the processing of dairy pro-
ducts; the manufacture of glass; and the production of sulfuric acid. Many
of these enterprises are in actual operation while others are still in the
experimental stage.
In addition to those listed, the institute has participated in
several enterprises which have been abandoned. These include; the exploitation
of copper deposits in the municipality of Natagaima, and of sulphur in the
Cachala region; one of two undertakings for the extraction of tanning fluid
from the mangrove; the processing of eleaginous palm nuts; and production
of fiber from pita.
At the end of its third year of operations the Institute held
investments in industry totaling 2,706,000 pesos and 3,012,000 pesos in
3. Article 19 of decree 1439 of 1940
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funds awaiting such investment. In addition 2,000,000 pesos of the institu-
te’s 7,000,000 authorized capital have not been paid in. Investments in in-
dustry included 2,532,000 pesos in stocks of industrial concerns and 174,(00
pesos in industrial bonds, while funds to be invested in industry included
about 985,000 pesos in bonds of the institute and 2,027,000 in other bonds. 4
In several instances the institute has participated jointly with
United States capital in the establishment of new enterprises. In such cases
the policy of the institute had been to retain the controling interest in
Colombian hands. Foreigners may not be members of the board of directors
of the Institute.
Financial aid to specific industries is granted from time to time
by the Colombian Congress or by the National Government acting under broad
enabling powers. An illustration of this is Law No. 97 of August 24, 1938,
which authorized the Government to take steps to organize companies to smelt
iron ore and to manufacture iron and steel products. The National Government
was authorized to purchase shares up to 51 percent of the capitalization.
Departmental and Municpal Governments was authorized to expropriate deposits
of iron, coal, and lime, and to take steps to build railway* lines and sidings,
also to invest tne sum of 500,000 pesos in each of the years 1939-42 in
shares of the first three steel companies to be organized.
On august 5, 1938, there was organized at Medellin, the Empresa
Siderurgica, S. A.
,
with official participation. The installation of a
blast furnace and rolling mills was completed by the end Of 1944. During
1943 the company produced grey casting metal in an electric furnace, uti-
lizing scrap and some pig iron.
4. Inquiry Reference Service, U. 8. Department of Commerce,
Establishing a Business in Colombia 1944, pp* 8-9
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B) Labor Conditions: Colombian industrialization is immature
compared with that of Europe and North America, this also applies to the
rest of the nations in boutn America.
The transition from the semi-feudal society of the colonial pe-
riod to the present realtion of capital and labofc is a matter of the last
thirty or fifty years.
The Labor problems of trade unionism, state regulation of working
conditions, and unemployment can scarcely be said to have arisen before
the World War I. Formerly the ordinary laborer could oe described by two
Spanish words, PEON and ROTO.^ The first implies the motion of obligation
to an employer which it is impossible to dischrge; the second really means
a broken or ragged person* an unskilled property-less laborer.
Today muoh of this is being changed and the change to a great
extent is due to a fundamental alteration in the basis of labor and in the
organization of South American society as a whole.
The peon was an agricultural laborer rather than a farmer* but
though his relation to his employer may have been socially unsatisfactory
to the modern mind, it was essentially a personal one.
When workmen collected in cities as industrialism developed, the
universal process of depersonalization began, and conditions soon approxi-
mated to those in the world’s great industrial areas. ''There followed an
interregnum when personal values had disappeared and collective values had
net been born.
This interregnum is now succeeded by an era of labor organization
similar to that in the industrialized countries of Western Europe.
b. Royal Institute of Internal Affairs. The Republics of oouth
America. Oxford University, pp. 204
6. Ibid., pp. 204
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It is to be remembered that the War of Independence did not
alter the structure of society except to install a creolo in the place of
a Spanish aristocracy; and consequently modern industrialism has been
superimposed within living memory upon a boring population whose conditions
of life, if not their legal status, were those of practically slavery.
But today as already explained in Chapter V, the labor movement
in Colombia has achieved as good a labor organization to that in the in-
dustrialize.d countries of Western Europe or in the United States*
C) Post-7far Prospects; An examination of the Colombian industrial
structure reveals a number of outstanding characteristics and prospects for
the future;
1* Despite the rapid growth of its manufacturing industries in
recent years, Colombia is still in an early stage of industrial develop-
ment and production for the most part consists of light consumer goods.
2. Except in a few industries, production is not on a large
scale, and the establishments represent a relatively small capital inves-
ted.
3. Although extensive resources of iron ore and coal exists, there
appears to be no inmediate possibility of developing heavy machinery and
heavy industries.
4. At the present time domestic industries must rely almost en-
tirely on imported machinery and equipment, and, dm large part, on imported
raw materials.
5. fcuch of the Colombia's present industrial development has
taken place behind the tariff barriers.
6. Even if resources of raw materials and native capital were
available, neither domestic nor foreign markets are adequate at the present
time to support large-scale industries.
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7. Despite a vast hydroelectric potential, there is an acute
shortage of power.
8. Underlying the difficulties which nave been and will be en-
countered in developing domestic manufacturing industries are the lack
of adequate transportation and power facilities and the low purchasing
power of the greater part of the population of the country.
These facts have to be faced in Colombia before the so-called
post-war industrialization can be attained.
The initial effect of the war on Colombian industries was to
cause a marked increase in the output of certain commodities, particularly
textiles. This expansion was made possible by advance orders for war mat-
erials and equipment which were delivered before the extension of the war
to the Western Hemisphere and the adoption of export control by the United
States.
In many cases the expansion involved no enlargement of plant and
equipment but merely a more complete utilization of existing facilities
or the adoption of a two- or three- shift system. By the end of 1942, howeve
shortage of raw materials, machinery, and replacement parts were beginning
to manifest themselves in certain industries, and some of these were forced
to curtail operation.
These impacts of the war have to be considered as another factor
for the post-war industrialization, in some industries this industrializa-
tion has to start from scratch, because they were forced out of operation
during the war.
D) Post-War Problems; Because of the nature of Colombia's manu-
facturing industries and the manner in which the war has affected them, the
range of problems facing their industries in the post-war period will be
entirely different from those which will be encounterd by nations like the
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United States and the United Kingdom. In these nations many industries were
greatly expanded to meet war requirements and were faced with overcapacity
at its close.
With possible minor exceptions, Colombia's industries will not
posses any overcapacity. Although certain of them at the outset undetook to
expand to fill the gap in domestic consumption resulting from the partial,
or in some cases complete, cutting of imports, this expansion was virtually
prevented by the impossibility of obtaining necessary materials and equip-
ment either abroad or at home.
Indeed, for some of Colombia's manufacturing industries the imme-
diate post-war problem will be not that of overcapacity but that of restoring
normal operation.
Lack of materials, repair parts, and replacement of worn-out or
absolete equipment, forced some of the industries to curtail operations.
This, however, was purely a war-time phenomenon, and it is possi
now for those industries to go back to full operation and to provide more
and better machinery and equipment as soon as they become available.
Following the close of hostilities, and as soon as adequate
foreign suppliers are available, Colombia's imports both of capital goods
and consumer goods will no doubt increase well above wartime levels.
Insofar as such increased imports of goods similar in character
to those produced in Colombia ( and these would be almost entirely consu-
mer goods), the competitive impact of such importation will be less severe
than would have been the case if thw war had brought widespread develop-
ment of new industrial capacity, especially in industries not well adapted
to Colombia’s resources and skills.
From the standpoint of Colombia's manufacturing industry as at
present constituted, there is, in fact, little reason to anticipate that
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foreign competition in the Colombian market will, on the whole be very
different after, from what it was before, the war.
In any event, Colombia will face several urgent problems if ti
is to continue on the path of industrialization. Of, these, one of the out-
standing is to break away from an inordinate dependence upon imported raw
materials, especially in those than can be produced adequately within the
country itself.
The problem of obtaining the capital is a serious one. Before the
war most factories (as distinguished from mining enterprises) were financed
by domestic capital, but such capital is not available in large quantities,
and most of that necessary for any large expansion of manufacturing indus-
try would have to come from abroad. Moreover, inasmuch as sizable foreign
markets for Colombian manufactured products are not available, development
of industry must be, in part, contingent upon the increase in the purchasing
power of the greater part of the country's population, and upon a general
raising of the standard of living.
Any program for the po3t-war development of Colombian industry
must have as its base the provision of adequate transportation facilities
and the development of the country's hydroelectric resources. The initial
cost, however, would be extremely heavy. Since domestic capital is not
available in the quantities necessary to carry out such a program, it would
be necessary to ootain foreign capital.
These problems are to be solved in the near future if Colombia is
to become one the industrialized nations of the Western hemisphere, and
only the future can tell us what the results are going to be.
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